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Assessing Education Interventions that Support Diverse Learners 
Shuangshuang Liu 
Due to the variety of factors that may affect student achievement, individual students 
often come to schools with different levels of academic preparation. These students from diverse 
academic background come with different learning needs. So, to better serve them, schools have 
adopted a variety of strategies, including increasing instructional time, reducing class sizes, 
providing differentiated curriculum and improving teacher quality through professional 
development trainings. My dissertation consists of three papers that examine several education 
interventions targeting at students with different academic abilities. These studies examine the 
design and current uses of several popular education interventions, and provide actionable 
insights on improving these interventions to enhance learning experiences for students at 
different points of the achievement spectrum. 
 Chapter one evaluates a multi-subject remedial program that provided additional 
instruction on math and reading to under-performing students in a large metropolitan school 
district. Using a fuzzy regression discontinuity design and school administrative records, I find 
that double-dose remedial math courses improve math test scores by 0.21 standard deviations at 
the end of the school year. Yet, the effect of double-dose reading courses on reading 
achievement is small and statistically insignificant. In addition, the required extra classes in math 
or reading do not have crowd-out impact on instruction time and student performances on non-
targeted core subjects. Finally, the study shows that students who receive treatments in multiple 
subjects do not necessarily have larger gains. While double-dose math courses may improve 






courses at the same time. This finding suggests that two separate double-dose courses in different 
subjects may be ineffective in improving student achievements. To support students who 
struggle with more than one subject, schools should consider redesigning the double-dose 
courses with alternative curriculum and instructional strategies to integrate content of different 
courses and to increase student engagement. 
Chapter two examines effects of taking accelerated math courses under a subject-based 
acceleration program for middle school students. Students assigned to accelerated courses were 
exposed to more advanced curriculum and higher-performing peers. Using school administrative 
records and fuzzy regression discontinuity approach, the study finds null effects of taking 
accelerated math courses on students’ end-of-grade math test scores. Specifically, the effects are 
insignificant for students who took accelerated courses in both math and English Language Arts, 
and for those who took accelerated courses only in math. Also, the effects are insignificant for 
low-income and minority students. These findings are unexpected given the treatments provided 
by accelerated courses. The study provides possible explanations to the findings, and suggests 
directions for future research. 
Chapter three examines the sustainability of teacher knowledge gains from teacher 
professional development (PD) programs. Teacher PD is seen as a promising intervention to 
improve teacher knowledge, instructional practice, and ultimately student learning. While 
research finds many instances of significant program effects on teacher knowledge, little is 
known about how long these effects last. If teachers forget what is learned from the professional 
development program, the contribution of the intervention will be diminished. Using a large-
scale dataset with 3,340 in-service teachers from 161 programs, this study examines the 






Results show that there is a negative rate of change in CKT after teachers complete the training 
and that this estimated rate is relatively stable over time, suggesting that the average gain in test 
scores before and after the program is lost in just 37 days. There is, however, variation in how 
quickly knowledge is lost, with teachers participating in summer programs losing more rapidly 
than those who attend programs that occur during school years. The implications of these 
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One major characteristic of the current K-12 public school system is the large individual 
difference in academic ability across students (e.g., Howard, 2015; Ladson-Billings, 2006; 
Ochoa, 2013; Reardon, 2011). This is the case because students do not learn at the same pace 
and effectiveness. In addition, students from different racial, cultural and social-economic 
background often have unequal access to school resources (i.e., teacher quality, curriculum, or 
class size) and other learning opportunities outside of schools (Bohrnstedt, Kitmitto, Ogut, 
Sherman, & Chan, 2015; Carter & Welner, 2013; Lee & Bowen, 2006; Morrissey, Hutchison, & 
Winsler, 2014; Wilder, 2014). In order to reduce achievement gap and provide good schooling 
experiences for all, schools have adopted various strategies, including increasing instruction 
time, reducing class size, and building human capital of teachers through professional 
development trainings (e.g., Blank, De las Alas, & Smith, 2008; Fryer, 2011; Jacob & Ludwig, 
2008). Specifically, schools used interventions targeting students who come to schools with 
different levels of academic preparation. For example, remedial education programs have been 
widely provided to help underprepared students. At the same time, there is also a need to 
provide appropriately challenging curriculum to the most advanced students. Therefore, many 
schools also offer accelerated courses or other enrichment interventions to ensure these students 
reach their potential.  
Although schools have been using these interventions to serve the diverse student 
population, there has been mixed research evidence on their effectiveness for improving student 
outcomes (Dobbie & Fryer 2013; Jacob & Lefgren, 2004; Jacob & Lefgren, 2009; Matsudaira, 
2008; Roderick & Nagaoka, 2005). Specifically, evaluations of teacher professional 






Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, & Shapley, 2007). In addition, while remedial and gifted education 
programs aim to improve student learning, these programs may have some unintended negative 
effects. For example, many researchers argue that remedial education programs may hurt 
students due to discouragement of being labeled as remedial students (Schwerdt, West, & 
Winters, 2017). Similarly, for accelerated students, the negative discouragement effect may 
come from the reduced grade and relative ranking to peers after being assigned to accelerated 
classes (Bui, Craig, & Imberman, 2014). 
My dissertation consists of three studies that assess the impacts of several education 
interventions targeting students with different academic abilities. The first study evaluates the 
effect of a multi-subject double-dose remedial program on academic outcomes of low-
performing middle school students. The second study focuses on students at the other end of the 
achievement spectrum, exploring the effect of a subject-based acceleration program on high-
performing students. The third study examines the sustainability of teacher knowledge gains 
acquired from math professional development programs, which extends our understanding on 
the effects of teacher professional development programs on enhancing teacher knowledge and 
student outcomes. 
While substantial research has been done to understand the effectiveness of different 
interventions, or more broadly, how education inputs provided by these interventions affect 
student outcomes, the three studies add to the current literature in the following ways. First, 
these studies provide causal evidence on the effect of three education interventions that have 
been increasingly used in k-12 schools. Prior studies that compared participants directly to non-
participants often find it difficult to disentangle program effect from self-selection effect. The 






estimates. To address the self-selection issue, the first two studies use a quasi-experimental 
method, the fuzzy regression discontinuity approach, to estimate the effect whereas the third 
study uses an untraditional method combined with several counterfactual tests to estimate the 
sustainability of teacher knowledge gain from a professional development program.  
Second, these studies add to research on ability tracking by providing new evidence on 
double-dose remedial instruction and subject-based acceleration programs. These programs 
group students and provide differentiated instruction based on their academic ability. Like 
ability tracking, the key treatments of these interventions include targeted instruction and 
changes in peer quality. Findings from the first two studies suggest that low-performing 
students may benefit from ability tracking, as they show higher gains in math scores after taking 
double-dose remedial courses. High-performing students seem to be unaffected even though 
they are exposed to advanced coursework and higher-skilled peers. 
Finally, the studies examine program effects when students are exposed to competing 
treatments in different subjects. Specifically, double-dose instruction provided on multiple 
subjects requires students to reallocate their study time and effort across subjects. Also, 
spending more time in one subject often means less time is available for other subjects. 
Therefore, treatment on multiple subjects may have different impact than treatment on one 
subject provided in a given period of time. 
Altogether, these studies highlight effective strategies for providing high-quality and 
targeted instruction to students with different academic abilities at the k-12 level. At the same 
time, the studies also identify possible problems with these interventions and give suggestions 
for improvement on program design and implementation. For schools relying on these 













Chapter One: The Effect of Double-Dosing Math and Reading Instruction on Students’ 
Academic Outcomes: Evidence from a Regression Discontinuity Design in Middle School 
 
Introduction 
  Double-dose instruction has become an increasingly popular strategy in K-12 schools for 
helping low-performing students (Durwood, Krone, & Mazzeo, 2010; Piper, Marchand-
Martella, & Martella, 2010). For instance, in the recent algebra-for-all reform, double-dose 
instruction was provided to low-skilled students so that they could take more rigorous 
coursework (e.g., Cortes & Goodman, 2014). In another case, double-dose instruction was 
required by the standards movement as a remedial intervention for students falling behind (e.g., 
Bartik & Marta, 2014). To support the use of this strategy, an increasing number of research 
studies have examined its effectiveness, and most of them found student performances 
improved when instruction in a given subject was double dosed (Cortes, Goodman, & Nomi, 
2015; Dougherty, 2012; Nomi & Allensworth, 2009).  
However, so far most of the prior studies have focused on double-dose instruction in 
math (Cortes, Goodman, & Nomi, 2015; Nomi & Allensworth, 2009; Taylor, 2014), even 
though results from National Assessment of Education Progress suggest that students need 
support in reading as much as in math. In 2015, about 40% of 4th graders and 33% of 8th graders 
performed at or above the proficient level in math. The percentages are equally low for reading 
– only 36% of 4th graders and 34% of 8th graders reached or exceeded proficiency level in 
reading. Despite the low proficiency level, reading skills are critical to improving students’ 
academic and longer-term outcomes. Specifically, good reading skills are important for 
gathering information and understanding complex content-specific materials. Also, research 






higher annual earnings. This positive relation holds even after controlling for scores on math, 
science, and personality tests (Sanders, 2015; Sum, 1999).   
           Further, prior studies overlooked another important issue that in practice low-performing 
students often struggle with more than one subject. Double-dose programs that focus on one 
subject may not address students’ learning difficulties in other subjects. While knowledge gains 
in one subject may facilitate learning in other subjects, the total class time in school is usually 
fixed for students – spending more time in one subject usually means that less time is available 
for other subjects. So, the positive effect of double-dosing instruction in the targeted subject 
may come at the cost of smaller knowledge gains in other areas. These concerns over single-
subject double-dose instruction suggests the need to provide treatment in more than one subject. 
Multi-subject programs allocate student time based on their performance in more than one 
subject, and therefore may be a more effective strategy to improve student achievements in 
multiple subjects under the constraint of instruction time.  
In the current study, I examine a multi-subject double-dose remedial program for middle 
school students in a large school district in the southeast United States.1 Starting in 6th grade, 
schools assign students to additional periods of math and/or reading courses, replacing elective 
courses, based on prior test scores and other factors. Also, the program includes several design 
components that adapt to the academic need of students as well as the practical constraints faced 
by schools. For example, student remedial status may change every nine weeks depending on 
their progress. The program also allows for more flexible class scheduling where schools were 
given more options on ways to create classes and assign teachers into classes. Using a fuzzy 
                                                          
1 The data could be used only under the condition that the name of the state and school district cannot be used in any 






regression discontinuity (RD) design, the study estimates a local average treatment effect of 
double-dosing math and reading instruction on test scores for students at the margin of 
remediation who took double-dose courses only when they scored below the eligibility 
threshold. In addition, it examines how these double-dose courses affect students’ course-taking 
pattern, teacher and peer quality. Finally, the study examines how the effects differ for students 
who were exposed to different amounts or subjects of double-dose instruction. This provides the 
first evidence that informs the provision of double-dose instruction in multiple subjects in K-12 
schools.  
Research Questions 
The study is guided by the following research questions: 
1. What is the causal effect of taking double-dose remedial math and reading courses on middle 
school students?  
1a. what effect does the double-dose program have on students’ course-taking pattern and the 
quality of their teachers and peers? 
1b. what effect does the double-dose program have on student achievements at the end of the 
school year? 
1c. how does the effect differ for students with different demographic backgrounds? 
2. How does the effect differ for students who were exposed to different amounts or subjects of 
double-dose instruction?  
2a. what is the effect of taking double-dose math or reading courses for one period or less, as 
opposed to more than one period?  
2b. what is the effect of taking double-dose math courses for students who also took or did 






2c. what is the effect of taking double-dose reading courses for students who also took or did 
not take double-dose math courses? 
 
Prior Research on Double-dose Intervention 
The use of double-dose instruction to support students could date back to the 1990s (e.g., 
Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993; Peele, 1998). Compared with other strategies such as summer 
school, grade retention, or after-school program, double-dose program could offer more timely 
support to students who struggle in the regular courses. It may also be provided at a lower cost 
for schools and students, as it does not increase the total number of hours that students need to 
spend in schools. As a result of that, in recent years, many schools started to provide additional 
instruction during the school day for students who fail to meet standards set by accountability 
systems or curriculum reforms (Durwood, Krone, & Mazzeo, 2010). In this section, I review 
recent studies that examined the effect of double-dose programs. Also, I choose to focus on 
studies that provided causal evidence by applying quasi-experimental methods on large school 
administrative datasets.  
          Several studies on double-dose instruction evaluated the double-dose algebra policy in 
Chicago Public Schools (CPS). According to the policy, double-dose instruction was provided 
to support students who may have difficulties with the rigorous coursework required by the 
‘Algebra for All’ curriculum reform. Nomi and Allensworth (2009) first examined the policy 
using fuzzy RD and found that the policy improved students’ math skills in the short run. 
Students just below the cutoff had higher scores in algebra than students above the cutoff who 
did not take double-dose algebra courses. Further, Cortes, Goodman and Nomi (2015) found 






college enrollment rates. In another study, Cortes and Goodman (2014) examined the same 
policy using a different approach that combines difference in difference strategy with 
instrumental variable. They found similar positive short- and long-term effects. In addition, they 
estimated the effect by students’ initial ability and found that the effect is smallest for the 
lowest-skilled students.  
In addition to Chicago’s double-dose algebra policy, two other studies looked at double-
dose interventions in a context that is more close to what is examined in this paper (Bartik & 
Lachowska, 2014; Taylor, 2014). In both studies, the program targets middle school students 
identified by the accountability system as lagging behind. Also, in the preliminary study by 
Bartik and Lachowska, double-dose treatments were provided in multiple subjects. Specifically, 
Taylor (2014) looked at a double-dose math program in Miami-Dade County Middle Schools. 
Using fuzzy RD design, he found that the program improved students’ math skill, as is 
measured by end-of-year math test. However, without continued treatment, the effect decayed 
substantially in the following years. Further, the study found no crowd-out effect of taking extra 
math classes on end-of-year reading test scores. In the other study, also using a RD design, 
Bartik and Lachowska (2014) examined a doubling instruction program in a midsized urban 
school district. The program offered double-dose courses in both math and reading. Unlike 
other studies, they found no statistically significant effect of double blocking in math either in 
the short run or medium run. The effect of taking extra classes on reading is positive and 
significant on students’ reading performance. One problem with study is that the estimated 
effects seem to be sensitive to the choice of specification and bandwidth. The study did not 
provide any local estimates on sample restricted to students close to the cutoff. The estimates 






examined the intervention at its early years, so the results may be driven by possible 
unsystematic implementation of the intervention. Further, the study did not consider how 
competing treatments from two subjects affect students’ time allocation across subject areas or 
how taking extra courses in one subject affect student outcomes condition on taking extra 
courses in another subject. These questions are examined in the current study.  
Possible Mechanism behind Interventions for Low-performing Students 
In order to further understand how double-dose instruction works to affect student 
outcomes, I describe possible treatment and mechanism behind interventions targeting low-
performing students and review the research on how each mechanism may influence students. 
Following this framework, I then, in the next section, describe treatments provided by the 
double-dose remedial program examined in this study. 
First, the intended effect of a program for low-performing students comes primarily from 
longer and differentiated instruction. Extended and targeted instruction develops fundamental 
skills for low-achieving students and improves their performance in the particular subjects 
(Aronson, Zimmerman, & Carlos, 1999; Brown & Saks, 1987; Dobbie & Fryer, 2013; Figlio, 
1999). For example, under Chicago’s double-dose algebra policy, students were affected through 
doubled instructional time and improved pedagogy (e.g., Nomi & Allensworth, 2009). Other 
than double-dose program, instruction time has been a main treatment of many education 
interventions, such as summer school, grade retention, or after-school programs. Existing 
research on these interventions generally found positive or null effects on student performances 
(Arbreton, Sheldon, Bradshaw, & Goldsmith, 2008; Borman & Dowling, 2006; Cooper, 






2015; Matsudaira, 2008; Roth, Malone, & Brooks-Gunn, 2010; Schwerdt, West, & Winters, 
2017). 
However, research on interventions for low-performing students also documented several 
effects that may have adverse influence on students. First, assignment into these interventions 
might discourage students from studying hard, which is usually referred to as the stigmatizing or 
label effect (e.g., Schwerdt, West, & Winters, 2017). Further, prior studies suggest that older 
students tend to show less motivation for their performances in order to maintain their self-
esteem, and it takes longer for them to recover from the label effect of being assigned to these 
interventions (Andrew, 2014; Paris, Lawton, Turner, & Roth, 1991). So, the intervention effects 
on older students are more likely to be null or even negative (Jacob & Lefgren, 2004; Jacob & 
Lefgren, 2009; Roderick & Nagaoka, 2005). Other than the label effect, participating students 
might be exposed to students with lower performance, which might have a negative effect on 
students’ own performance (Cortes & Goodman, 2014; Epple & Romano, 2011; Sacerdote, 
2011).  
           Aside from these, programs that provide additional support in one subject could have 
diversion effect on other subjects. For example, students assigned to a remedial course in one 
subject might have less time and effort for other subjects. Students’ test scores on other subjects 
might drop as a result (Taylor, 2014). Alternatively, these interventions could have complement 
effect. Often times, classes on one subject also require students using or practicing skills from 
other subjects. For example, the algebra courses offered under Chicago’s double-dose algebra 
policy focused on verbal exposition of math concepts (Cortes, Goodman, & Nomi, 2014). 






These effects identified or hypothesized in prior studies provide a systematic framework 
for evaluating different programs for low-performing students. In the current study, the overall 
effect of the double-dose remedial program may affect students through extended instruction 
time, more targeted curriculum, changes in teacher quality and changes in peer skills and 
composition. Specifically, I examine the extent to which the double-dose remedial program 
changes total math and reading instruction time, teacher and peer quality. To test diversion or 
complement effects, I examine the impact of taking extra periods of courses on targeted and non-
targeted subjects.  
 
The Double-dose Remedial Program 
The double-dose remedial program examined in this study was implemented in a large 
school district in the metropolitan area in southeast United States.2 In 2004, the state started to 
implement a performance standards reform that provides clear expectations for instruction, 
assessment, and student work in five core subjects (reading, English language arts, mathematics, 
science and social studies). In order to support low-performing students under this reform, the 
state law mandates schools to provide additional instruction to students who do not meet grade-
level standards in math and reading.3 Specifically, in addition to taking one period of regular 
course (or core course), the double-dose students need to receive at least one more period (50-
60 minutes) of instruction in a given subject. Depending on student need and school resources, 
                                                          
2 The name of the district has to remain anonymous as per the data use agreement, but the district is the fourth largest school 
system in the state and has more than 10,500 full-time employees, including more than 7,500 teachers and other certified 
personnel, who work in 101 schools.   
3 The remedial instruction was provided in math, reading and ELA. However, in this district, percent of students who took 
remedial ELA courses is a lot lower (2.68%) than the two other subjects. Therefore, I focus on the math and reading portion of 






remedial students may take up to two periods of remedial courses for up to one school year. In 
the district examined, most identified students took one period of remedial classes for one 
semester. Also, these additional instruction were offered during connection time4 when regular 
students take elective courses, such as art or music education. So, the remedial courses should 
not prevent students from taking other required coursework. 
Based on state documentation, these remedial courses focus on providing support on the 
current curriculum for struggling students. A lot of the class time was used to review or reteach 
materials presented in the core course, and to strengthen basic math or reading skills. Teachers 
are provided with a variety of tools, such as math manipulatives and computer software to assist 
students. Teachers providing the instruction need to have the required teaching certification for 
that grade and subject. In terms of class size, double-dose courses should be under 24 with a 
paraprofessional or under 18 with no paraprofessional. In the examined school district, the 
double-dose classes contain averagely 12-13 students per class period whereas the average class 
size for core courses ranges from 18-20. Overall, double-dose students may benefit from 
smaller classes and individualized instruction from these courses.  
           In terms of class delivery model, the state suggested two ways to schedule the double-dose 
courses. First, a state certified teacher could work in the same classroom with the regular 
classroom teacher and provide instruction for 50-60 minutes per period, 1-2 periods per day. 
Under this model, double-dose students were group for taking both regular and double-dose 
                                                          
4 In this school district, the instruction structure for middle school includes the following components in a given school day:  
a) A total of 5 periods of instruction in core courses (i.e., ELA, reading, math, science, social science; 60 minutes) or 4 periods 
of instruction in core courses (i.e., ELA/reading, math, science, social science; 75 minutes). The instruction periods are usually 
referred to as academic blocks, and were often handled by a team of teachers.   
b) One to two periods of connection courses, often including remedial and electives courses (i.e., art education, music 
education, drama, speech, study skills, remedial reading, chorus, agriculture, physical education, business education, and 






courses. This is referred to as the augmented class model. The double-dose instruction could 
also be provided using a parallel blocking model. In this case, students are heterogeneously 
grouped and double-dose students would receive direct instruction from the certified teacher in 
an extension room or homeroom. In the examined school district, most schools (99%) chose not 
to group double-dose students together for regular classes. Double-dose students were assigned 
into different classrooms to take regular courses, and were re-group to take double-dose courses 
afterwards. In this case, taking double-dose courses does not necessarily have a negative impact 
on the peer quality for double-dose students, at least for the time they spent in the regular 
courses. 
        Finally, schools considered a set of criteria to determine who is eligible for remediation. 
One eligibility criterion that the RD design relies on is that students are considered for 
remediation when they score below 800 points in the most recent state-wide competency test. 
As a part of the performance standards reform, all students in grade 3-8 are required to take a 
test that was designed to measure how well students have acquired the state mandated content 
standards. Based on the scale score, student performance on each subject was categorized into 
three levels: exceed, meet, or do not meet state standards. Students need to score between 800 
and 850 points to meet state standards in a given subject area. Anyone who scores below 800 or 
above 850 is considered to “not meet state standards” or “exceed state standards,” respectively. 
The test score alone cannot determine students’ double-dose remedial status. Students need 
to satisfy at least two of the following three criteria in order to be eligible for the double-dose 
remedial courses. In addition to receiving a test score lower than 800 points in the competency 






enrolled; 2) The student is eligible to receive services as required by Title 1;5 3) The student has 
been recommended by a teacher who has documented that students had low performance in 
either reading or math in a given grade. Because students need to meet multiple criteria, they 
will not be eligible for double-dose courses even when they have scores below the 800 
threshold. Alternatively, those students who have scores higher than 800 might be eligible, if 
they satisfy any other two criteria described above. In practice, students’ placement into double-
dose courses may be affected by test score and other conditions, which suggests that fuzzy RD 
design should be used for estimating the program effect. 
 
Data and Empirical Strategy 
Sample and Summary Statistics 
The dataset used in this study includes administrative records on annual state test scores, 
course enrollment, and demographics for two cohorts of middle school students who started 6th 
grade in 2007-08 or 2008-09. The demographic variables include indicators for racial 
categories, gender, and indicators for special education status, free or reduced price lunch (FRL) 
participation, and English as a Second language (ESL) course participation.6 In addition, the 
course enrollment records provide information on the type of courses students took (i.e., core, 
elective, or remedial courses), percent of time spent in that course during the school year, and 
the associated teachers for each course. Finally, for each student, the dataset contains at least 
                                                          
5 The student is receiving remedial services under Part A of Chapter 1 of Title 1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
of l965, which provided financial assistance to schools with high numbers or high percentages of children from low-income 
families. For those schools with 40 or more percent of children from low-income families, Title I funds are used on school-wide 
programs to improve achievement for all students, particularly the lowest-achieving students. Schools with lower percent of 
low-income students should use Title I funds on those who are most at risk of failing to meet state academic standards.  
 
6 To separate the effect of remedial courses from other treatments, I exclude retained students as they receive more than one 






two consecutive years of standardized scores from the state-wide competency tests in 
mathematics, ELA, science, and social studies. Specifically, about 12 percent of the 
observations have missing test scores because students left the district before they took the end-
of-year tests. However, there do not seem to be differential attrition for students who took or did 
not take double-dose courses. T-test shows insignificant group differences for math and reading 
courses at the 0.05 significance level. The concern here is that students who did not take double-
dose courses may be more likely to leave because they were not provided with the needed 
support. If that is the case, those students who left are probably different from students who 
stayed because either they themselves or their parents seem to have higher expectations for their 
academic outcomes, and are proactive in getting the resources needed. This difference may 
create a discontinuity near the threshold, which in turn would bias the estimated effect of taking 
double-dose courses. To test if this is the case, I further tested the impact of data attrition near 
eligibility thresholds in the next section. 
According to the administrative data, about 43.6 percent of students did not stay in the 
same school district for the entire middle school years. These students may affect the estimates 
because even though the effect is estimated within year and grade level, students stayed for 
three years are more likely to receive more years of treatment and are more likely to be those 
who have benefited from the treatment than students who transferred. To test if this makes a 
difference, I compared summary statistics for the study sample to statistics for the sample of 
students who stayed for all three years of middle school (Table 1.1A). The results show that 
students who stayed for the entire middle school averagely have higher academic achievements 
than students who did not. Still, I find similar estimated effects of taking double-dose math and 






Summary statistics of the main analytic sample are shown in Table 1.1. The sample 
consists of 18,915 observations from 8,266 students and 440 teachers from 16 schools. In this 
sample, the percent of students who scored below standards on math is a lot higher than those 
who were below standards on reading. As a result, there is a higher percent of students taking 
double-dose math courses. Further, double-dose course-taking is not determined solely by prior 
test scores. Specifically, 19.73 percent of students scored below standards in math, but only 
37.38 percent of these students took double-dose math courses. Averagely 4.25 percent did not 
meet standards in reading, but only 17.29 percent of these students took double-dose reading 
courses. Conversely, for example, among the students with reading scores higher than 800 
points, a small percent (3.74%) took double-dose reading courses anyway, suggesting that 
students who scored above the cutoff may still be eligible for double-dose service if they satisfy 
other criteria. 
When comparing the study sample to students who ever took double-dose courses, I find 
that double-dose students are more likely to be non-white and economically disadvantaged. As a 
result of taking double-dose courses, these students are exposed to longer math and reading 
instruction time. For example, compared with students in the study sample, the average total 
math instruction time for those who took double-dose courses is higher by .44, which is about 
one period of instruction for a semester (Table 1.1). In addition, double-dose students are less 
likely to take elective courses, such as drama, speech, journalism, etc. On average, double-dose 
students have lower scores in math, reading, ELA, and science in the current and prior year. 
They are also less likely to meet state standards on these subject areas.  
The study also examines how teacher or peer quality differ for regular and double-dose 






of them also taught math core courses. Averagely 31 percent of them only taught double-dose 
math courses. The corresponding percentage for reading courses is 42%. Further, the average 
value-added score for teachers who only taught core math courses is .02, whereas the average 
for teachers who also taught any double-dose math courses is slightly lower at -.01.7 T-test 
results suggest that the difference between these two groups is not statistically significant. As 
for reading, the average teacher value-added score are the same for both groups (0.02). Overall, 
evidence suggests no significant difference in teacher quality for regular and double-dose 
courses. In terms of peer quality, descriptive statistics show evidence on tracking students by 
ability. While schools did not group double-dose students to take regular courses, double-dose 
students were still exposed to peers with lower math and reading skills in these courses. Double-
dose students are also more likely to be placed into classrooms that are more homogeneous in 
terms of student’ prior ability.  
Table 1.2 shows summary statistics for students who received different amounts or types 
of treatment. In this sample, a large proportion of double-dose students took only double-dose 
math courses (68.11%) and for only one additional period or less (79.12% for math; 85.64% for 
reading) in a school semester. Students who took both reading and math courses, or took more 
than one period of double-dose courses in a given subject averagely have lower scores in math 
and reading. While students’ performance in different subjects are often positively correlated, 
students who took double-dose courses in only math or reading tend to have much lower prior 
scores in that particular subject.  
 
                                                          
7 Because I calculate teacher value-added scores based on regular students (students who did not take double-dose course in 








Given the large differences between double-dose and regular students, direct comparison 
of the outcomes of these two groups of students may produce biased estimates of the program 
effect. To address this issue, the study uses fuzzy RD approach that exploits the fact that 
students with scores below 800 are more likely to take double-dose classes. Specifically, for a 
given subject, I used a dummy variable indicating whether a students scored below 800 points, 
as an instrumental variable for taking double-dose courses, conditional on demographic 
characteristics and prior test scores. This could be expressed formally using equations below. 
𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 + 𝛼2𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 + 𝛼3𝑓(𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1) + 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑠 + 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑔 + 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝜔𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡  (1) 
𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡̂ + 𝛽2𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑓(𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1) + 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑠 + 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑔 + 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡             (2) 
      Where 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 represents outcomes for student i in school s, grade g and year t.
8 The outcome 
variables examined include: a) end-of-year standardized test score in math, reading, ELA and 
science; b) whether a student meets grade-level standards in math, reading, ELA or science. In 
addition to math and reading score, the study included test scores on ELA and science as the 
outcome to test whether there is unintended effect on non-targeted subjects. Also, using the 
first-stage equation, the study included measures on course-taking pattern and peer skills to 
examine indirect treatments induced by the double-dose program. Specifically, in addition to the 
probability of taking double-dose courses (𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡), the study used the following outcomes: a) 
the probability of taking any elective courses; b) total math or reading instruction time (ranging 
from 0.25 to 3), which equals one if a student took one period of class for an entire school year 
                                                          
8 I also estimated program impact using school-grade-year-teacher or school-grade-year-classroom fixed effect. The estimated 
impact of taking double-dose remedial math courses is 0.26 and 0.27, which is largely consistent with the impact estimated 
using school-grade-year fixed effect (Table 1.3A). The estimates for reading courses remains small and statistically insignificant 






or equals 0.5 if it is for only one semester; c) the average and standard deviation of math score 
for peers from math core courses; d) the average and standard deviation of reading score for 
peers from reading core courses; e) teacher value-added scores, calculated using test scores for 
only regular students from all regular courses a teacher has taught at the middle school level.   
       On the right hand of equation 1, 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 denotes whether a student’s test score is lower 
than the 800 threshold. 𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 equals 1 if the student took double-dose courses for a given grade 
and year, and equals 0 otherwise. 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1, the running variable, is last year’s test score relative 
to the cut-off. 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 represents a series of variables on student demogrpahics. Function f 
captures the relationship between 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1 and  𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 and 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1 and  𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 away from the 
cutoff. 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑠, 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑔 and 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 are fixed effects for school, grade level and school year. 𝛽1 is a 
local estimate on the effect of taking double-dose courses for those who scored around the 
threshold and who took double-dose classes only when their scores are lower than the threhold. 
Further, as described above, students may receive more than one period of remedial 
instruction, or take double-dose courses in just math or reading or, in both subjects. To estimate 
the impact of the different treatments, I used the fuzzy “frontier” RD approach, as is used in 
Reardon and Robinson (2012). The frontier RD approach estimates relative effects of pairwise 
treatments by fitting RD model with single running variable on a subset of the sample. Figure 
1.1 shows a RD design when test scores alone determine students’ remedial status. For example, 
to estimate “effect A”, or the effect of taking reading courses for students who were also taking 
math courses in a given year, I fit a RD model with reading test scores as the running variable in 
subsample I and III. Similarly, effect B, C and D could be estimated using their respective 
running variable and subsample. Building on this design, fuzzy frontier RD uses cutoff on a 






I fit the fuzzy RD model in different subsamples of students based on the length and subject of 
the remedial instruction they received. Also, I analyzed the homogeneity of the intervention 
effect on students in different grade level, race group and socioeconomic status, as indicated by 
their free/reduced-price-lunch status.  
As discussed in prior studies using RD designs (e.g., Lee & Lemieux, 2010), one decision 
that needs to be made in estimating the effect of double-dose courses involves properly 
estimating function f . The preferred model in this study estimates local linear regresison with a 
triangular kernal because students falling closer to the cutoff are usually more comparable.9 To 
estimate optimal bandwidths, I use the procedure developed in Imbens and Kalyanaraman 
(2012). For simplicity, I choose a bandwidth of 13 for math and 11 for reading, which is the 
Imbens-Kalyaramanan optimal bandwidth. I also test the robustness of the results using 
additional bandwidths and specifications. 
The validity of the fuzzy RD estimates relies on two assumptions. First, the estimates may 
be undermined if the students or other agents could manipuate themselves across the threshold 
to change the treatment status. In this study, it is hard for students to manipulate themsleves 
across the cutoff as they do not know exactly how many questions they need to answer correctly 
in order to pass the threshold. To emprically test for manipulation in this sample, I use the 
density test developed in Frandsen (2016) to examine if there is discontinuity in the density of 
the running variable at the threhold.  
  The second assumption is that the jump in student outcomes near the threshold could only 
be created by the fact that students who scored right below 800 are more likely to take double-
                                                          
9 Many researchers favors triangular kernel over rectangular kernel. However, Lee and Lemieux (2010) shows that the choice 






dose classes than those who scored right above the threshold. This means that the estimates 
would be biased if the jump in outcome was created or affected by other mechanism. To test 
other possible mechanism, I run the following robustness tests: a) I check if there is a 
discontinuity near the threshold in student characteristics (i.e., gender, race, special education 
status) and student attrition; b) I check if there is a discontinuity near the threshold at the 
elementary level or in other subject (i.e., science), where double-dose courses were not offered; 
c) I test if there is a discontinuity in the likelihood of taking double-dose courses at psuedo 
thresholds; d) I check if there is an impact of scoring below threshold on students’ performances 
on non-targeting subjects (i.e., ELA and science).10 One possibility is that other educational 
interventions may be provided to these students at the same time. If these interventions used the 
same eligbility threshold, the estimated impact of taking double-dose remedial courses would be 
biased.11 Compared with double-dose remedial program, these interventions may affect 
students’ performances on a wider range of subjects. So, if I find significant reduced-form 
estimates on non-targeting subjects, the estimated impact of double-dose remedial courses may 
be undermined by other educational interventions. Conversely, the estimated impact may be 




                                                          
10 I excluded social studies because there is substantial missing data in test scores for social studies in 6th and 7th grade. Still, I 
ran the robustness test on a smaller sample, and found insignificant reduced-form estimates for social studies.  
 
11 The school district provided an academic acceleration program during the same period of time. This program may not have 
direct influence on the program estimate because it targets students with higher prior achievements, and uses a different 
eligibility threshold (850 point). Still, the interaction of these two programs may indirectly affect the estimated impact of 






Figure 1.2 plots the probability of taking double-dose math and reading courses against 
last year’s score in the respective subject (running variable). Consistent with the summary 
statistics, the percent of students taking double-dose math courses are generally higher than the 
percent taking double-dose reading courses. Also, both plots show a large but fuzzy 
discontinuity, suggesting strong but imperfect compliance. On the left hand side, there is about 
65 percent of students taking double-dose math courses, but the percent drops to about 18 
percent on the right hand side. For double-dose reading courses, the percent is 32 on the left 
hand side, but drops to 15 on the right hand side.  
Column 4 and 5 of Table 1.3 provide estimates on the discontinuity of taking double-dose 
courses below and above the threshold. These are also the first-stage estimates that show the 
strength of the instrument variable for fuzzy RD. Students just below the math threshold is 0.32 
percent points more likely to take double-dose math courses than students just above the 
threshold. Students just below the reading threshold is 0.16 percent points more likely to take 
double-dose reading courses. The estimate is statistical significant at the .01 level. Also, I 
conducted F-tests on the excluded instrument to test the strength of the instrument, the F-
statistics exceed 300 for math and 70 for reading, well above the threshold needed for a strong 
instrument (Stock, Wright, & Yogo, 2002). 
          Further, the double-dose courses have led double-dose and regular students to have 
different course-taking patterns. There is a negative impact on the probability of taking elective 
courses for students scored right below the math threshold, suggesting that elective courses 
were replaced by double-dose math courses for these students. The estimate is also negative for 
reading, but it is statistically insignificant. In addition, because double-dose courses increased 






reading instruction time is positive for students who scored right below the threshold in the 
given subject (column 2 and 3). Finally, also in column 2 and 3, the estimates show that the 
effect of scoring below the threshold in one subject has small negative effect on the total 
instruction time in the non-targeted subject, but both effect estimates are not significant, 
suggesting taking double-dose courses in one subject may not significantly reduce instruction 
time in the other subject.  
In terms of teacher quality and peer skills, table 1.3 shows that there is no significant 
discontinuity in teacher value-added scores near the eligibility threshold, but the results show 
that double-dose and regular students are exposed to peers with different prior achievements. 
Figure 1.6a shows a clear discontinuity in average peer math scores for students above and 
below the math threshold. There seems to be a discontinuity around the reading threshold in 
figure 1.6c. For both math and reading threshold, figure 1.6b and 1.6d show no obvious 
discontinuity in the variation of peer skills in core courses. Results from more formal estimation 
presented in table 1.3 show similar findings: students who scored right below the math 
threshold are exposed to more homogeneous peers with averagely lower math skills. Students 
who scored below the reading threshold also took core courses with peers with lower average 
reading scores, but there is no significant jump at the threshold on class composition, as 
measured by the standard deviation of peer reading scores. 
Finally, double-dose students are not more likely to be assigned to teachers with lower 
value-added scores in the core courses. Table 1.3 shows that students who scored below the 
math or reading eligibility threshold are assigned to teachers with value-added scores that are 
not significantly different from students who scored above the threshold. This finding suggests 






In summary, double-dose courses increased total instruction time in the targeted subject, 
but lowered students’ probability of taking elective courses. Between math and reading, taking 
double-dose courses in one subject does not seem to affect the total instruction time in the other 
subject. In terms of teacher and peer quality, double-dose students were not assigned to teachers 




           The second stage estimated the effect of taking double-dose courses on student 
achievement in math, reading, ELA, and science. Figure 1.4 plots these outcome variables as a 
function of prior math and reading test score (running variable). In plot 1.4.1a and 1.4.2b, there 
seems to be a jump where the score for the targeted subject is slightly higher right below the 
threshold, suggesting positive effect of taking double-dose courses. Plot 1.4.1d and 1.4.2d show 
similar jump for end-of-year science test scores. I see no obvious discontinuity in the rest of the 
plots.  
Table 1.4 presents results from fuzzy RD that formally estimate the pattern shown in 
figure 1.4. I find double-dose math courses improved math scores by 0.21 standard deviations 
for students who have scored below the threshold and as a result took double-dose math 
courses. In addition, double-dose math courses increased the probability of meeting state 
standard by 24 percent for students near the threshold who complied with the assignment rule 
based on test scores. The results also show that taking double-dose math courses does not have 






courses, the results show no significant impact on student achievement in all subject areas. The 
effects of taking double-dose reading courses are small and statistically insignificant.    
Overall, the double-dose math courses improved students’ math test score and at the same 
time do not hurt student achievement in other subjects. Double-dose reading courses are shown 
to be ineffective in improving student performance.  
Heterogeneous Effects by Demographics and Grade level 
To examine the heterogeneity of the effect of taking double-dose courses, the study 
presents results for low-income students, minority students, and effects by grade levels. Column 
1-3 of table 1.5 show that low-income and minority students make up a large portion of the RD 
sample, and the effect of taking double-dose math courses for low-income and monitory 
students are close to the overall effect. Specifically, low-income students accounts for 71 
percent of the RD sample. The effect of taking double-dose math courses for low-income 
students, is 0.03 standard deviation smaller than the overall effect. While low-income students 
are often minority students, the effect on minority students, Black and Hispanic students, is 
larger by 0.06 standard deviations. The minority students account for 83 percent of the RD 
sample. As for double-dose reading courses, the estimated effect for low-income and minority 
students is somewhat larger, but remain to be insignificant for both subgroups.  
The last three columns of table 1.5 present the effect estimates by grade level. The results 
show that the overall effect of double-dose math courses is primarily driven by the effect in 
grade 7. The effect for sixth and eighth grade is small and insignificant, but the estimate for 
seventh grade is 0.35 standard deviations, which is even higher than the overall effect for all 
middle school students. The insignificant effect at sixth grade may be attributed to weak first-






lot smaller at this grade level. Again, the effect of taking double-dose reading courses is 
insignificant at all grade levels.  
Heterogeneous Effects by Treatment  
Table 1.6 includes estimates for students who received different amounts or subjects of 
double-dose instruction. Under Panel A, table 1.6 presents estimates on the effect of taking 
double-dose courses in one subject, conditioning on whether they also took double-dose courses 
in the other subject. I find that the effect of taking double-dose math courses for students not 
taking double-dose reading courses is 0.21 standard deviations, which is the same as the overall 
effect. However, the effect of taking double-dose math courses dropped to 0.02 standard 
deviations for students also taking double-dose reading courses. For double-dose reading 
courses, the estimates are small and insignificant for both subsamples.  
While results show different effects of taking double-dose math courses under different 
course-taking conditions, the underlying mechanism that led to these differences is unclear. For 
example, even though it was shown that taking double-dose reading courses did not reduce total 
math instruction time, students also taking double-dose reading courses may have to spend less 
time on math outside school or may not be able to make the same amount of effort to study 
math. Also, based on descriptive statistics, students taking both math and reading double-dose 
courses have lower prior test scores than students taking double-dose courses in one subject. So, 
it could also be that double-dose math courses are less effective in improving the academic 
outcomes for students with the lowest performances.  
In terms of instruction time, the effect of taking double-dose math courses for one period 
or less is slightly larger (0.23 standard deviations) than the overall effect. This seems to go 






achievements (Angrist, Pathak, & Walters, 2013; Fitzpatrick et al., 2011).  However, in this 
sample, students taking double-dose math courses for more than one period have averagely 
lower initial math skills on average, so this could also be that it is harder to improve the math 
skills for the lowest-performing students. Again, the effect of taking double-dose reading 
courses for one period or less is small and insignificant.  
Threats to Validity  
This section presents results from a series of tests that examine: a) whether the 
discontinuity near the threshold was robust to different specifications and bandwidths; b) 
whether the discontinuity was created by manipulation around the threshold; c) whether the 
discontinuity was created anything other than the true effect of double-dose courses.  
Table 1.7 shows that estimates on the effect of taking double-dose courses are robust to a 
variety of specifications and bandwidths and inclusion of covariates. The main results are 
estimated using local linear regression and bandwidths (+/-13 for math; +/-10 for reading) 
chosen based on the procedure developed in Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012). The estimated 
effect of taking double-dose math courses is very stable with alternative bandwidths +/-10 and 
+/-20. When estimated using a quadratic function form and bandwidths +/-50 and +/-100, the 
effect increased slightly to 0.22. The estimated effect of taking double-dose reading courses is 
close to zero using different specifications and bandwiths. I also estimated the effect without 
controling for gender, race, free reduced lunch status, and English language learner status. All 
of the estimates increased slightly – the effect estimated without covariates ranges from 0.21 to 
0.23 for math and from -0.05 to 0.10 for reading. 
The validity of the fuzzy RD estimates is undermined if the observed discontinuity is 






Figure 1.3a plots the score distribution by year near threshold, showing no obvious 
manipulation for math and reading. Further, the density test developed in Frandsen (2016) 
shows no discontinuity in the running variable near the threshold for both subjects. In addition, 
graphical analyses and related formal tests support continuity in student characteristics and peer 
skills near threshold. Figure 1.5 plots several student characteristics variables against the 
running variable. It is hard to tell based on the plots whether there is a jump in the percent of 
white, male, and free/reduced lunch students against reading scores. To test it formally, I 
estimated the discontinuity using the first-stage regression described by equation 1 but replaced 
the outcome with student characteristic variables. The outcome variables examined include 
indicators for being male, white, black, Hispanic, Asian, eligible for subsidized lunch, special 
education, English language learner programs, or student attrition. The estimated coefficients 
for 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 and the standard errors are reported in table 1.8. For all the variables examined, 
the estimated discontinuities are small and statistically insignificant for both subjects.  
Finally, there is evidence that rules out several alternative ways that the discontinuity may 
be created. First, repeating analyses at alternative thresholds (780 and 820) finds small and 
insignificant first-stage estimates (Table 1.9). In addition to these pseudo thresholds, I also 
estimate reduced form on grade level (i.e., elementary school) and subject (i.e., science) where 
double-dose courses were not provided. In both cases, I find reduced-form estimates are a lot 
smaller and insignificant, comparing to the estimates on math for middle school students (Table 
1.10). To test if alternative interventions that used the same threshold were also implemented 
during this period of time, I estimated the impact of scoring below the threshold on student 






science (Table 1.11), suggesting that the estimated effects of taking double-dose remedial 
courses may not be affected by alternative education interventions. 
Discussions 
Double-dose instruction was originally designed to improve student performances through 
increasing instruction time during the school day. Depending on the specific component of a 
double-dose intervention, a program may affect students through many other unintended 
mechanisms. Prior studies on double-dose instruction focus mostly on single-subject programs. 
However, students often need support in multiple subjects. Evidence on single-subject programs 
may be limited to inform how two separate double-dose courses in different subjects may affect 
student achievements. This study examines a multi-subject double-dose remedial program for 
middle school students in a school district in the metropolitan area. The program offers 
additional instruction in two subjects – math and reading – to students who were identified as 
underperforming students by the state performance standards. This multi-subject program is 
potentially a more efficient way to allocate students’ time across subject areas and support 
students who fall behind in more than one subjects. Using fuzzy RD approach, the study 
examines the impact of this double-dose program and possible underlying mechanisms to 
inform the design and use of multi-subject double-dose programs to support student learning.  
Understanding the Findings on the Multi-subject Double-dose Program 
In this study, the estimated effect of double-dose math courses on student test scores (0.21 
s.d.) is largely in line with what was found in prior studies on double-dose programs, even 
though these programs target students with different prior math skills or at different grade 
levels. For example, using the fuzzy RD design, Cortes, Goodman, and Nomi (2015) found that 






11th graders. Similarly, Taylor (2014) examined a double-dose program in Miami-Dade County 
Public Schools and found that middle school students who took both regular and double-dose 
math courses averagely scored 0.16-0.18 higher than students who did not. In addition to 
differences in prior math skills and grade level, different design components of these double-
dose programs may also affect their impacts on student achievement. For example, unlike the 
course design in the current study, Chicago’s double-dose algebra policy assigned students to 
take double-dose math courses with the same group of students whom they took regular math 
courses with. Therefore, it is expected that those students were affected by peers with lower 
prior math skills in both classes. Despite all these differences, results on the effects of double-
dose math courses are surprisingly consistent across studies. While it is unclear what is driving 
the effect in each context, the empirical evidence across these studies all confirms the 
effectiveness of double-dose math courses on improving students’ math performances.     
In contrast to double-dose math courses, few prior studies provided causal evidence on the 
effect of double-dose reading courses. This study provides estimates on the impact of double-
dose reading courses, showing null effect of these courses on students’ reading skills. The null 
effect of double-dose reading courses may be explainable by the fact that students taking 
double-dose reading courses (bottom 5%) represent a group of lower-performing students than 
students taking double-dose math courses (bottom 13%). Also, there may be subject differences 
in how long it takes for these treatments to show on student performances. It may take more 
than one semester or school years’ reading instruction in order to improve students’ reading 
skills. The double-dose reading course has no intermediate impact on end-of-year test scores 
because it could take time to build up students’ reading skill in order for it to be captured by 






particular double-dose instruction examined in this study is an ineffective way for improving 
students’ reading skills.  
Another finding of the study is that there is no crowd-out effect of taking double-dose 
courses, at least not on the core subjects. First, taking double-dose courses in one subject do not 
seem to reduce instruction time in core or double-dose courses in other subjects. In addition, the 
study shows that taking double-dose courses do not have negative effects on students’ 
performances on non-targeted subjects. Still, students taking double-dose math courses are less 
likely to take elective courses. While the skills developed in elective courses were not measured 
directly by the state competency test, they may be important for students’ later life outcomes. 
Because we do not have measures for longer-term or non-cognitive outcomes, it is hard to find 
out what effect it may have on students to replace elective courses with double-dose remedial 
courses.  
 Finally, it is worth noting that even though the effect of double-dose math courses for 
students who only took double-dose math courses was found to be statistically significant, the 
effect goes away for students who were also taking double-dose reading courses. While 
alternative mechanisms are possible, the results generally indicate that students may not be able 
to benefit from treatments on multiple subjects provided within a school year. In addition to the 
regular coursework, the extra time and effort required to take double-dose courses may make it 
difficult for these students to take advantage of the additional instruction and support. Also, the 
multi-subject double-dose program probably comes at a higher cost than those programs 
providing instruction in just one subject, suggesting that it may not be the most efficient way to 







Rethinking the Design of the Multi-Subject Double-Dose Remedial Program 
Due to a variety of factors, the US education system has been afflicted with persistent 
achievement gaps in students’ math and reading proficiency. Based on National Association of 
Educational Procurement’s 2015 assessment, about 60 percent of the 4th graders and 67 percent 
of the 8th graders performed below the math proficiency level. And in the district examined in 
this study many students who fell behind on math also underperformed on reading, which calls 
for intervention that provides effective treatments to support students in multiple subjects. This 
study evaluated a multi-subject double-dose remedial program for middle school students. The 
results have several implications for designing this type of program. 
A major finding from the study is that the effect of taking double-dose math courses 
becomes insignificant for students who were taking double-dose reading courses. One of the 
reasons might be that students taking extra classes in these subjects need to make a much higher 
effort on school work than regular students. At the same time, there is a lack of motivation 
mechanism that encourages these students to work harder in school. Just to the opposite, 
double-dose students may be discouraged academically as a result of being placed into remedial 
courses; it may also affect parents’ expectation on their children’s academic performances, 
which in turn influences children’s belief about their academic competency and the effort they 
are willing to make in those subjects (e.g., Wilder, 2014; Yamamoto & Holloway, 2010). To 
address these problems, schools should consider a wider range of instructional strategies that 
research has shown to be effective in increasing student motivation. For example, to increase 
student engagement, the program could encourage teachers to use a collaborative learning 
structure where students engage in self-regulated learning activities supported by teachers 






potentially useful instructional practice is metacognitive inquiries as it promotes student 
motivation and helps teachers and students to gain insights on students’ thinking and problem-
solving processes (Rhem, 2013; Schoenfeld, 2009; Schneider & Artelt, 2010).  
In addition to promoting student engagement, an alternative approach to supporting 
students who need to take double-dose courses in multiple subjects is to use a more integrated 
curriculum in one class instead of providing two separate treatments in different subject areas. 
Prior research suggests that integrated curriculum helps to improve student learning by 
providing connections among various curricular disciplines (e.g., Beane, 2016; Mason, 1996). 
Also, double-dose students could probably benefit from not having to take two more classes in 
addition to taking regular classes. Even though the total instruction time is shorter in this case, 
students and teachers may be able to make more efficient use of class time with the integrated 
curriculum. While empirical evidence is still needed, the integrated curriculum and motivation-
promoting instructional strategies are promising methods to support these students without 










Figure 1.1 Regression Discontinuity Design with 2 Running Variables 
  



















(a) Math (b) Reading 
Figure 1.2 Probability of Taking Remedial Courses by Test Score. Note. Each dot indicates 
the probability of taking remedial courses for a bin width of 1. The line represents local linear 
smooth, with separate plots plotted on the left and right. The vertical red line indicates the 
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(a) Math  
 
(b) Reading 
Figure 1.3 Density of Math and Reading Scores by Year, 2007-2010. Note. 

































































I. Remedial Math Courses 
  
(1a) Math scores (1b) Reading scores 
  
(1c) ELA scores (1d) Science scores 
II. Remedial Reading Courses 
  
(2a) Math scores (2b) Reading scores 
  
(2c) ELA scores (2d) Science scores 
Figure 1.4 Selected Outcome by Math and Reading Score. Note. The line represents local 
linear smooth, with separate plots plotted on the left and right. The vertical red line 
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I. Remedial Math Courses 
  
(a) Percent of White Students (b) Percent of Male Students 
  
(c) Percent of FRL Students (d) Special Education Status 
II. Remedial Reading Courses 
 
 
(a) Percent of White Students (b) Percent of Male Students 
  
(c) Percent of FRL Students (d) Special Education Status 
Figure 1.5 Continuity of Selected Student Characteristics around Threshold. Note. The line 
represents the local linear smooth, with separate plots plotted on the left and right. The vertical 
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I. Remedial Math Courses 
  
(a) Average Peer Math Z-Score (b) Standard Deviation in Peer Math Z-Score 
II. Remedial Reading Courses 
  
(c) Average Peer Reading Z-Score (d) Standard Deviation in Peer Reading Z-Score 
Figure 1.6 Continuity of Peer Skills around Threshold. Note. The plot on peer z-score used 
math or reading z-scores for peers from core courses in math or reading. The line represents the 
local linear smooth, with separate plots plotted on the left and right. The vertical red line 
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Demographics     
Male .504 .517 .492 .558 
White .399 .064 .171 .116 
Black .387 .699 .624 .633 
Hispanic .104 .204 .159 .196 
Asian .075 .004 .014 .021 
Subsidized Lunch .380 .815 .648 .715 
Special Education .093 .133 .169 .259 
Course-taking     
Elective Courses .116 .052 .082 .060 
Total Math Instruction Time 1.077 1.513 1.205 1.273 
Total Reading Instruction 
Time 
.632 1.662 1.087 1.383 
Remedial Math Courses .132 .871 .342 .368 
Remedial Reading Courses .048 .319 .104 .184 
Teacher VA Scoresa      
Math Teachers .060 -.057 -.040 -.050 
Reading Teachers .034 .019 .027 .014 
Peer Skillsa     
Mean Peer Math Scores .031 -.706 -.584 -.679 
  S.D. in Peer Math Scores .574 .499 .518 .529 
Mean Peer Reading Scores  .051 -.767 -.665 -.787 
S.D. in Peer Reading Scores .649 .613 .616 .626 
Academic Outcomes     
Meet Standards in Mathb .803 .447 .570 .386 
Meet Standards in Readingb  .957 .867 .922 .827 
Meet Standards in ELAb .944 .824 .892 .775 
Meet Standards in Scienceb .777 .390 .536 .289 
Math z-score .045 -.880 -.749 -.899 
Math z-score lag1 .054 -.955 -.871 -.948 
Reading z-score .069 -.795 -.583 -.994 
Reading z-score lag1 .070 -.847 -.635 -1.276 
ELA z-score .065 -.834 -.632 -.980 
ELA z-score lag1 .063 -.849 -.665 -1.059 
Science z-score .085 -.893 -.690 -.992 
Science z-score lag1 .095 -.909 -.722 -1.050 
N 18,915 2,860 4,056 2,336 
a 
Mean or S.D. in peer scores are calculated as the average or standard deviation of lag1 math or reading z-score for peers 









reading scores is 8,640 because students who reached 825 in 5th grade state test are not required to take reading courses in 
middle school. 
b 
Students meet standards in a given subject when their test scores are 800 or higher.  
Note. Mean values of each variable are shown by sample. Each observation contains data for a student in a given year and 
grade. Column 1 presents summary statistics for the full analytic sample. Column 2 restricts the sample to students who 
ever took remedial math or reading courses in middle school. Column 3 and 4 restricts the sample to students within 13 























































Demographics         
Male .505 .519 .541 .603 .502 .502 .577 .531 
White .061 .083 .023 .053 .459 .081 .049 .013 
Black .686 .713 .806 .435 .332 .674 .748 .756 
Hispanic .220 .175 .137 .458 .086 .214 .160 .199 
Asian .004 .004 .001 .008 .088 .005 .003 .002 
Subsidized Lunch .810 .817 .867 .817 .302 .794 .837 .875 
Special Education .119 .196 .119 .153 .086 .138 .122 .125 
Academic Outcomes 
Meet Standards in 
Matha 
.443 .427 .458 .214 .866 .458 .496 .373 
Meet Standards in 
Readinga  
.870 .844 .869 .718 .974 .876 .883 .823 
Math z-score -.899 -.940 -.820 -1.070 .209 -.892 -.699 -.962 
Math z-score lag1 -.973 -1.158 -.846 -1.069 .234 -.991 -.574 -1.085 
Reading z-score -.768 -.940 -.808 -1.213 .223 -.762 -.736 -.955 
Reading z-score 
lag1 
-.795 -.998 -.990 -1.514 .234 -.745 -.911 -1.171 
N 1,970 520 781 131 16,055 1,948 370 542 
a Students meet state standards in a given subject when their test scores are 800 or higher.  
Note. Mean values of each variable are shown by sample. Column 1-4 present summary statistics by the number of 



















































-.026**     
(.013) 
.166***    
(.036) 
-.084    
(.079) 
.322***   
(.055) 
.019    
(.017) 
-.129***   
(.038) 
-.030***    
(.011) 
-.006    
(.007) 





-.012    
(.019) 
-.018    
(.030) 
.317***     
(.114) 
-.011     
(.038) 
.162***   
(.044) 
-.100*     
(.053) 
.003    
(.019) 
-.020    
(.012) 
-.035    
(.044) 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch status, English language 
learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. The mean and SD peer scores are calculated using lag1 math or reading scores for peers 
from core courses. In all columns, the sample is restricted to students within 13 (math) or 10 (reading) units of the eligibility threshold. 
Robust standard errors are in parentheses.  








Table 1.4 Fuzzy RD Estimates on Effects of Taking Remedial Courses on Academic Outcomes  
 
Math  


































Math Courses  
.214**   
(.098) 
.242**    
(.097) 
.125    
(.143) 
-.017    
(.060) 
.117    
(.137) 
.005    
(.071) 
.061    
(.120) 
.071     
(.102) 
R-squared 0.028 0.011 0.049 0.024 0.106 0.034 0.077 0.030 




-.191    
(.256) 
-.158    
(.219) 
-.095   
(.277) 
-.151     
(.206) 
.043    
(.282) 
.142    
(.210) 
.236    
(.232) 
-.016   
(.195) 
R-squared 0.018 0.015 0.043 0.002 0.077 0.034 0.060 0.052 
N 2,336 2,336 2,336 2,336 2,336 2,336 2,336 2,336 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch status, English 
language learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient is generated by local linear regression with a 
triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 13 for math and 10 for reading. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. RD= 
Regression Discontinuity 

























Panel A: Remedial Math Courses 
Fuzzy RD Estimates 
  .214**   
 (.098) 
.179**    
(.089)   
.247**   
 (.096) 
-.069   
 (.336) 
.348***    
(.131) 
.085    
(.142) 
R-squared 0.028 0.038 0.002 0.007 0.011 0.055 
FS est.: Below 
Threshold 
.316***    
(.029) 
.408***    
(.036) 
.358***    
(.032) 
  .151**    
(.066) 
.335***   
 (.040) 
  .393***    
(.048) 
F-test on the 
Excluded Instrument 
315.99    308.28 314.77 11.61 184.86 174.57 
N 4,056   2,620 3,173 737 1,905 1,414 
Panel B: Remedial Reading Courses 
Fuzzy RD Estimates 
-.095    
(.277) 
.137   
(.287) 
.072    
(.296) 
  .072    
(.424) 
  -.072    
(.417) 
-.090    
(.509) 
R-squared 0.043 0.023 0.040 0.068 0.039 0.064 
FS est.: Below 
Threshold 
.211***    
(.035) 
  .216***    
(.043) 
.210***    
(.041) 
.181***    
(.054) 
.253***   
 (.069)   
.169***    
(.058) 
F-test on the 
Excluded Instrument 
71.29 48.49 51.83 21.64 29.71   13.35 
N 2,336 1,663 1,930 817 663    856 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch 
status, English language learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient is generated by local 
linear regression with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 13 for math and 10 for reading. F-test on the excluded 
instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Minority students include students who are 
either African American/Black or Hispanic American. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. RD= Regression 
Discontinuity.  






Table 1.6 Fuzzy Frontier RD Estimates on Effects of Taking Remedial Courses, by Treatment 
 
End-of-Year Test Scores 
Targeted Subject  
Panel A: by Subject (Math) 
 
Average effect of taking remedial math course, for students 
taking remedial reading course 
.024     
(.271)   
R-squared 0.038 
FS est.: Below Threshold 
  .303***    
(.082) 
F-test on the Excluded Instrument   23.68 
N 421 
Average effect of taking remedial math course, for students not 
taking remedial reading course 
.214**    
(.102) 
R-squared 0.037 
FS est.: Below Threshold 
.314***    
(.029) 
F-test on the Excluded Instrument 295.69 
N 3,635 
Panel A: by Subject (Reading)  
Average effect of taking remedial reading courses, for students 
taking remedial math course 
.095    
(.297) 
R-squared 0.0415 
FS est.: Below Threshold 
.258***     
(.063) 
F-test on the Excluded Instrument 27.33 
N 859 
Average effect of taking remedial reading courses, for students 
not taking remedial math course 
-.043    
(.433) 
R-squared 0.069 
FS est.: Below Threshold 
.142***    
(.036) 
F-test on the Excluded Instrument 20.70 
N 1,477 
Panel B: by Instruction Time  
Average effect of taking remedial math courses for one period 
or less 
.233**   
 (.099) 
R-squared 0.027 
FS est.: Below Threshold 
.321*** 
   (.030) 
F-test on the Excluded Instrument 314.30 
N 3,731 
Average effect of taking remedial reading courses for one 












F-test on the Excluded Instrument 66.34 
N 2,257 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch 
status, English language learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient is generated by local 
linear regression with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 13 for math and 10 for reading. Students taking one 
period of remedial instruction means they take one period of classes for a semester. Students taking two periods 
of remedial instruction means they take two periods of classes for a semester or one period for an entire school 
year. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity.  






Table 1.7 Robustness Checks for Fuzzy RD Estimates 
 Local linear estimates 
Global quadratic 
estimates 
 IK: +/-13 +/-10 +/-20 +/-50 +/-100 
Panel A: Math      
Estimates with Covariates      
Took Remedial Math Courses 
.214**    
(.098) 
.221**   
(.105) 
.209**    
(.081) 
.224**    
(.095) 
.218**    
(.086) 
R-squared 0.028 0.017 0.080 0.270 0.454 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 
.315***     
(.028) 
.312***    
(.030) 
.334***   
(.025) 
.317***    
(.028) 
.330***    
(.026) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
320.68 254.78 607.44 830.48 1454.10 
Estimates with No Covariates      
Took Remedial Math Courses 
.220**    
(.098) 
.229**   
(.106) 
.211**    
(.082) 
.232**    
(.096) 
  .225***    
(.086) 
R-squared 0.017 0.005 0.069 0.260 0.446 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 
.315***    
(.029) 
.312***   
(.030) 
   .333***    
(.025) 
.317***     
(.028) 
.330***    
(.026) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
315.20 249.79 590.94 828.55 1449.83 
N 4,056 3,517 6,033 12,288 18,183 
Panel B: Reading      
Estimates with Covariates IK: +/-10 +/- 15 +/- 20 +/- 50 +/- 100 
Took Remedial Reading 
Courses 
-.095    
(.277) 
-.020    
(.256) 
.079   
(.245) 
-.033    
(.269) 
.035    
(.250) 
R-squared 0.043 0.077 0.125 0.340 0.447 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 




.187***    
(.027) 
.200***   
 (.032) 
.207***    
(.031) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
71.29 115.30 160.81 326.68 541.24 
Estimates with No Covariates      
Took Remedial Math Courses 
-.053    
(.283) 
.016    
(.261) 
.084   
(.242) 
  .022     
(.270) 
  .104    
(.250) 
R-squared 0.023 0.059 0.106 0.328 0.435 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 




.187***    
(.027) 
.199***    
(.032)   
.206***    
(.031) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
69.39 113.28   166.91 323.66   537.58 
N 2,336   3,579 5,026 12,948 19,104 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions with covariates include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free 
reduced lunch status, English language learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Regressions with no 
covariates include only school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient for local linear regression is generated with a 
triangular kernel. F-test on the excluded instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Robust 
standard errors are in parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity 



































.013    
(.036) 
.008     
(.021) 




-.002    
(.006) 
.000    
(.025)   
.004    
(.025) 
.007    
(.014) 





-.082    
(.049) 
.007    
(.025) 
-.027     
(.045) 
-.007    
(.043) 
.008     
(.013) 
-.008    
(.033) 
.006    
(.050) 
-.002    
(.029) 
.009    
(.009) 
Note. Each regression includes controls for school-grade-year fixed effect. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. In all 
columns, the sample is restricted to students within 13 (math) or 10 (reading) units of the eligibility threshold. Robust standard 
errors are in parentheses.   


















Below Math Threshold 
.315***     
(.028) 
.011    
(.018) 
-.005    
(.039) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
320.68   1.21 0.04 
N 4,056 5,182 2,037 
Below Reading Threshold 
.211***   
 (.035) 
-.003    
(.012) 
.111    
(.083)   
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
71.29 0.12 2.95 
N 2,336 5,461 534 
Note.  Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch 
status, English language learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient is generated by local 
linear regression with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 13 for math and 10 for reading. F-test on the 
excluded instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Robust standard errors are in 
parentheses.  
















Below Math  
Threshold 
.064***    
(.023) 
-.017     
(.032) 





.030    
(.061) 
N 2,335 2,039 
Below Science  
Threshold 




N 3,382 2,418 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced 
lunch status, English language learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each reduced-form 
estimate is generated by local linear regression with a bandwidth of 13 for math, 10 for reading and 
science (selected using IK procedure). Reduced-form estimates for elementary school are based on 
students in the same cohort from grade 2-5 in year 2004-2007. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. 





















.064***    
(.023) 
.079    
(.047) 
.065    
(.046) 




-.036     
(.053) 
.021    
(.060) 
.008    
(.065) 
.032    
(.049) 
Note. Each regression includes controls for school-grade-year fixed effect. Robust standard errors are in 
parentheses. In all columns, the sample is restricted to students within 13 (math) or 10 (reading) units of 
the eligibility threshold. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.   













Students who Stayed 
 for the Entire 
MS Years 
 (3) 
Demographics    
Male .507 .504 .503 
White .379 .399 .456 
Black .410 .387 .324 
Hispanic .103 .104 .103 
Asian .074 .075 .084 
Subsidized Lunch .396 .380 .317 
Special Education .099 .093 .089 
Course-taking    
Core reading courses .544 .506 .441 
Elective Courses .114 .116 .127 
Total Math Instruction Time 1.077 1.077 1.063 
Total Reading Instruction 
Time 
.682 .632 .535 
Remedial Math Courses .134 .132 .106 
Remedial Reading Courses .052 .048 .038 
Peer Skills    
Mean Peer Math Scoresa .012 .031 .130 
  S.D. in Peer Math Scoresa .573 .574 .581 
Mean Peer Reading Scoresa  .053 .051 .064 
S.D. in Peer Reading Scoresa .647 .649 .649 
Academic Outcomes    
Meet Standards in Mathb .794 .803 .842 
Meet Standards in Readingb  .953 .957 .969 
Meet Standards in ELAb .939 .944 .957 
Meet Standards in Scienceb .767 .777 .818 
Math z-score .011 .045 .157 
Math z-score lag1 .052 .054 .163 
Reading z-score .032 .069 .170 
Reading z-score lag1 .068 .070 .173 
ELA z-score .025 .065 .173 
ELA z-score lag1 .060 .063 .170 
Science z-score .050 .085 .205 
Science z-score lag1 .093 .095 .214 
N Student 9,422 8,266 5,346 







N 21,404 18,915 14,986 
Note. Column 1 contains summary statistics for the initial dataset. Column 2 contains the same set of statistics for a 
smaller dataset with sample restrictions applied. In column 3, the sample was further reduced to include only students 














Students who Stayed 
 for the Entire 
MS Years 
(3) 
Took Remedial Math 
Courses 
.214**    
(.098) 
.206*   
(.119) 
.200*    
(.121) 
R-squared 0.028 0.020 0.049 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 
.316***     
(.029) 
.370*** 
   (.052) 
.296***    
(.034) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
315.99 127.33 197.29 
N 4,056 1,377 2,835 
Took Remedial Reading 
Courses 
-.095    
(.277) 
-.101    
(.070) 
.174     
(.338) 
R-squared 0.043 0.081 0.051 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 
.211***    
(.035) 
.206***    
(.063) 
  .188***    
(.040) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
71.29 12.92 40.16 
N 2,336   784   1,571 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions with covariates include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free 
reduced lunch status, English language learner status, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient is generated 
by local linear regression with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 13 for math and 10 for reading. F-test on the 
excluded instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Robust standard errors are in 
parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity 










Table 1.3A Fuzzy RD Estimates on Effects of Taking Remedial Courses with Different  










Panel A: Remedial Math Courses 
Fuzzy RD Estimates 
  .214**   
 (.098) 
.257***    
(.089) 
.265***    
(.076) 
R-squared 0.028 0.002 0.008 
FS est.: Below 
Threshold 
.316***    
(.029) 
.339***    
(.028) 
.309***   
 (.030) 
F-test on the 
Excluded Instrument 
315.99 360.38    238.45 
N 4,056 4,056 4,056 
 
Fuzzy RD Estimates 
-.095    
(.277) 
.013    
(.100) 
-.058    
(.115) 
R-squared 0.043 0.063 0.0539 
FS est.: Below 
Threshold 
.211***    
(.035) 
.168***    
(.032) 
.193***    
(.038) 
F-test on the 
Excluded Instrument 
71.29 31.02   28.77 
N 2,336 2,336 2,336 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch 
status, English language learner status, and fixed effects specified in different columns. Each coefficient is 
generated by local linear regression with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 13 for math and 10 for reading. 
F-test on the excluded instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Minority students 
include students who are either African American/Black or Hispanic American. Robust standard errors are in 
parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity.  










Grade acceleration, or grade skipping has been a controversial practice in K-12 
educational system in the US. Proponents for grade acceleration claim that this practice 
provides the highest-achieving students with appropriately challenging curriculum to allow 
them advance at their own pace (McClarty, 2015; Park, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2013; 
Steenbergen-Hu, Makel, & Olszewski-Kubilius, 2016). In addition to the curriculum, 
accelerated students are often exposed to higher-skilled peers, which may also have positive 
impact on student achievements (Epple & Romano, 2011; Sacerdote, 2011). However, despite 
the possible benefits of grade acceleration on academic outcomes, educators continue to have 
concerns over its adverse impacts on students’ non-academic outcomes (Bain, Bliss, Choate, & 
Brown, 2007; Maher & Geeves, 2014; Sankar‐DeLeeuw, 2002; Southern & Jones, 2004). For 
example, opponents of grade acceleration argue that students skipping grade often experience 
social and emotional difficulties around older students (Colangelo, Assouline, & Gross, 2004; 
Siegle, Wilson, & Little, 2013). Also, when placed into classes at the next grade level, 
accelerated students may have lower academic self-efficacy among higher-ability peers, leading 
to negative impacts on their performances (Marsh, 1987). 
Given the concerns over grade acceleration, schools explored alternative approach that 
could satisfy the need of high-performing students. Unlike grade acceleration, subject-based 
acceleration moves students ahead in one or two specific content areas, but does not necessarily 
require placing accelerated students into classes with older students. In addition, compared with 






based acceleration tends to be less selective in terms of students’ prior academic achievement. 
Because this intervention provides subject-based treatments and is more accessible to students, 
it is potentially a useful way to improve student achievement and prepare them for rigorous 
coursework at higher grade levels.  
In the current study, I examined a subject-based acceleration program targeting middle 
school students who performed above average in a large metropolitan school district in the 
southeast United States.12 This program provides targeted treatments by allowing students to 
take accelerated classes for the subject in which they are advanced. Students who demonstrated 
above grade level proficiencies in mathematics and/or English language arts (ELA) are allowed 
to take accelerated courses in math, ELA or both subjects. In addition, schools grouped 
accelerated students into the same classes, so aside from more stimulating coursework, 
accelerated courses also affect student outcomes through improved peer quality. Using fuzzy 
regression discontinuity approach, the study addressed the following research questions: 
1. How do students who took accelerated math courses perform academically, relative to 
same-age non-accelerated students who have similar academic background?13 The study 
provides the first causal evidence on the effect of taking accelerated math courses, as a 
part of the subject-based acceleration program, on math achievements for students near 
the 850-points threshold, and only took accelerated course if they scored above the 
threshold. It is potentially a very useful intervention because compared with other 
interventions for high-performing students, it provides academic acceleration and also 
                                                          
12 The data could be used only under the condition that the name of the state and school district cannot be used in any 
publication as a result of the research study. 
 
13 The study focused on estimating the causal impact of accelerated math courses because there is no significant discontinuity in 







allows students to stay within their current cohort. Also, it targets a wider range of 
students with relatively lower prior math skills, and offers customized treatment (math 
only v.s. math and ELA) based on students’ prior skills. 
2. Do the effects of taking accelerated math courses differ condition on whether students 
took accelerated ELA courses? I expect the effect may differ by whether students also 
took accelerated ELA courses because it may be harder for students to deal with 
advanced materials in multiple subjects than in one subject. Also, in the school district 
examined, students taking only accelerated math courses have considerable lower 
academic achievement than students who took accelerated courses in both subjects. 
Estimating effects separately for these two groups could improve understanding on 
whether it helps to provide subject-based treatments to students. For example, if students 
who took accelerated course only in math do not perform better academically, then the 
program should consider just providing treatment in both subjects to students with 
stronger academic background.  
3. Do the effects of taking accelerated math courses differ for minority and low-income 
students? While minority and low-income students are often underrepresented in 
accelerated courses (Card & Giuliano, 2015; Donovan & Cross, 2002; Grissom & 
Redding, 2015), a worse scenario is that they could not benefit from those courses even 
if they had the opportunity. Studying the effect of taking accelerated courses on 
disadvantaged students provides important information for the program to help all 






Review of Prior Research on Ability Tracking 
Academic acceleration could be considered as a type of ability tracking as it groups 
students and provides differentiated instruction based on their ability. This section reviews prior 
studies that examined the effectiveness of ability tracking practices. Given the focus of this 
study, I then review research on two specific types of interventions, gifted education and 
academic acceleration that track high-ability students. Finally, I discuss contribution of the 
current study to the literature and to supporting the learning of high-ability students.  
 Ability Tracking 
Ability tracking is a hotly-contested subject among education researchers and 
practitioners. Proponents of ability tracking argue that tracking allows both high- and low-
ability students receive more targeted instruction, which leads to higher performances for all 
students (e.g., Hoxby & Weingarth, 2005). Also, tracking may have larger impact on high-
ability students because in addition to targeted instruction, they could benefit further from 
studying with higher-performing peers (Betts, 2011; Duflo et al., 2011; Epple & Romano, 
2011). On the other hand, opponents argue that tracking may hurt low-ability students because 
of decreases in peer quality (Lavy, Paserman, & Schlosser, 2012; Oakes, 2005; Zimmer, 2003). 
In addition, research suggests that high-ability students may be harmed as well because tracking 
often reduces their relative academic ranking within the class and thus may hurt students’ self-
concept, or how they perceive their academic ability and potential to succeed in school (Preckel, 
Gotz, & Frenzel, 2010; Ireson, Haliam, & Plewis, 2001; Zeidner & Schleyer, 1999).  
Empirically, research has shown mixed evidence on the effect of ability tracking. By 
comparing similar students in tracking and non-tracking schools, Betts and Shkolnik (2000) 






tracking, but moderately-performing students were hurt. In another study, using value-added 
models, Zimmer (2003) found positive effect of ability tracking on low- and average-
performing students. One difficulty in estimating the effect of tracking is that tracking and non-
tracking students or schools may be different in many observable or unobservable ways. Several 
studies used quasi-experimental methods to control for the endogeneity of students’ or schools’ 
tracking decisions. Specifically, Figlio and Page (2002) used instrumental variable approach to 
estimate the effect of tracking and found positive effect on low-performing students but no 
effect on average and high-performing students. In addition, a study conducted by Duflo, 
Dupas, and Kremer (2011) provided experimental evidence from primary schools in Kenya. 
Their results show that tracking, through different mechanism benefited students at different 
initial points of the achievement spectrum.  
Overall, the research evidence suggests that the more targeted instruction induced by 
ability tracking cancels out or even overcomes, for certain groups of students, the negative 
effects from changes in peer quality. This pattern is even more obvious in recent studies when 
endogeneity issues were addressed. 
Academic Acceleration 
Prior literature on academic acceleration has primarily studied two types of acceleration: 
a) grade-based acceleration that moves students’ education placement ahead of their age group, 
and b) subject-based acceleration that allows students to move forward with one or multiple 
subjects. So far, many studies have examined empirically the effect of acceleration on students’ 
academic and social-emotional outcomes. Two studies (Colangelo et al., 2004; Steenbergen-Hu 






before 2008. Overall, they found very positive results on acceleration, suggesting positive 
effects on both academic achievements and social-emotional developments.  
More recently, Wells, Lohman, and Marron (2009) used two nationally representative 
databases (National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 and Education Longitudinal Study of 
2002) to study grade acceleration. Controlling for prior test scores in the regression, the study 
found that accelerated students outperformed their older classmates with similar prior 
achievement. Another study by Park, Lubinski, and Benbow (2013) used propensity score 
matching to estimate the effect of grade skipping on adult STEM productivity. Results show 
that grade skipping improves STEM outcomes, such as the probability of pursuing advanced 
degrees in STEM or authoring peer-reviewed publications in STEM.     
 To summarize, research showed that academic acceleration, mostly grade acceleration, 
largely has positive effects on different student outcomes. The problems with these studies is 
that their results are based mostly on small samples of students. In addition, they often did not 
have appropriate control groups. Because accelerated students are the highest-performing 
students, they may outperform other students even without acceleration, leading to upward 
biased estimates on acceleration. 
 
Gifted and Talented Program  
In the past few decades, there has been a renewed interest in using gifted and talented 
program to track high-achieving students in schools (e.g., Bhatt, 2009; Reis & Renzulli, 2010). 
These programs are usually highly selective: to be eligible for gifted education service, students 
need to demonstrate high ability in one or more content areas. For these students, regular classes 






& Purcell, 1993). To ensure these students make continuous progress in schools, many gifted 
programs offer advanced coursework combined with instructional differentiation, and greater 
learning resources (Field, 2007; Gavin et al., 2007; Little et al., 2007). In addition, gifted 
students often take classes in a dedicated classroom. So, students’ performance may also be 
improved through changes in peer quality.  
So far, only a limited number of studies used causal methods to estimate the 
effectiveness of gifted program. Bui, Craig and Imberman (2014) found that students who 
received gifted services in 6th grade did not perform better on standardized tests, even though 
they were exposed to higher quality teachers and peers. In contrast, the RD estimates in Card 
and Giuliano’s 2014 study showed that gifted education program on 4th grade students had 
significant impact on reading and math achievement when students were selected on past 
achievement. Also, the IV estimates in Bhatt (2009) showed that gifted education participation 
increased math test scores for 8th graders, and their probability of taking Advanced Placement 
classes afterwards. Finally, Cohodes (2014) examined an accelerated curriculum offered in 
grade 4-6 in Boston Public Schools. While the program was not explicitly labeled as a gifted 
program, it offered acceleration in math and ELA and induced improved peer quality. Also, it 
targeted high-ability students that would otherwise be eligible for gifted education. The program 
was shown to have no impact on student test scores, but it improved students’ longer-term 
outcomes, such as the probability of taking algebra courses and college enrollment.  
To summarize, prior research showed mixed evidence on the effect of receiving gifted 
services. Comparing evidence across the studies, I find that the effectiveness of a gifted 
education program seems to depend on eligibility criteria, grade level implemented, and the 






Contribution of the Study 
The study extends research on academic acceleration because it is the first study that 
used a quasi-experimental method and large datasets to examine a subject-based acceleration 
program that supports the learning of high-ability students. While there is a large literature on 
academic acceleration, very few studies provided well-identified empirical evidence. Using 
large administrative school data, the study provides the first causal evidence on effects of taking 
accelerated math courses under a subject-based acceleration program on students’ subsequent 
performances.  
In addition, the study differs from research on ability tracking or gifted education 
because the subject-based acceleration program is different from those interventions in several 
ways. First, it served a wider range of students. For example, grade skippers are often the top 1 
percent of students in the school district. Gifted students are often the top 10 percent. In 
contrast, subject-based acceleration targets a much larger student population with lower average 
achievement; in this study, 45 percent of students were accelerated at least in one grade during 
middle school. Also, for a long time, practitioners expressed concerns over whole grade 
acceleration because accelerated students have to take classes with older peers. Subject-based 
acceleration allows students receive similar accelerated instruction without having to fit in with 
older students. So this would be a way to examine the long-standing concerns over whole grade 
acceleration and to provide an alternative approach to serving high-performing students. 
Finally, the study adds to prior research by estimating the effect of taking accelerated 
math courses on “borderline” students, who took accelerated course in math but not in ELA. 
Unlike gifted education program or whole-grade acceleration that target only top students, the 






accelerated courses in one subject. These students usually excelled in the subject they were 
accelerated, but averagely have lower prior scores in both math and ELA than students who 
were accelerated in both subjects. Because of that, the program did not ask students to take 
accelerated courses in both subjects, but offered a more customized treatment based on their 
background. These “borderline” students are often not served or not properly served by other 
interventions for high-achieving students. This is the first study to examine whether it helps to 
provide more challenging coursework through acceleration to “borderline” students.  
Subject-based Acceleration 
The subject-based acceleration intends to provide challenging curriculum to all students 
by allowing them to be taught at appropriate instruction level.14 Under the framework, students 
who demonstrated exceptional performance in a given subject could progress in ELA and math 
at their optimum pace and depth with the opportunities to advance above grade level. 
Specifically, schools offer advanced and accelerated placement to meet the different needs of 
these students. The advanced placement provides challenges within the grade-level standards 
and at the same time introduces content from the next semester. The accelerated curriculum uses 
on-level curriculum from the next grade level but also provides support for state assessment at 
the current grade level. In addition, student performance within the level at which a student is 
placed is reviewed every semester to determine if the placement level continues to be 
appropriate in meeting student’s learning needs. Provisions are also made for students who need 
to be accelerated more than one grade level above the assigned grade-level curriculum, although 
in most cases students are recommended to skip no more than one grade in a school year. 
                                                          
14 Background information on the accelerated course program was found in school policy reports that are available at the 






In terms of course delivery model, students may take accelerated courses with older, non-
accelerated students or with same-age, accelerated students in a class separated from their non-
accelerated peers. There is long-held belief that accelerated students may have more difficulties 
if they were assigned to take classes with students above their grade level (e.g., Siegle, Wilson, 
& Little, 2013). For example, students studying with older students are more likely to face 
social challenges. Also, given accelerated students account for only a small proportion of the 
class population, teachers are also less likely to be adapted to the learning needs of the 
accelerated students (Culross, Jolly, & Winkler, 2013). In practice, schools may assign students 
to one of the course delivery model based on the total number of eligible students in a given 
school and grade, teacher resources, and students’ social-emotional maturity. In this district, 
most accelerated students took classes with same-age accelerated students. Only about one 
percent of students were placed into non-accelerated classes at the next grade level, suggesting 
that most accelerated students in this school district are exposed to higher-performing peers, but 
do not have to handle the social or emotional difficulties to study with students at the next grade 
level.  
Finally, schools considered a number of criteria to decide the most appropriate level of 
instruction for students. To estimate the effect of taking accelerated math courses, the RD 
approach takes advantage of the criterion that students need to score above the 850-point 
threshold in a state-wide competency test in order to become eligible for accelerated courses. As 
a part of the performance standards reform, all students in grade 3-8 are required to take a test 
that was designed to measure how well students have acquired the state mandated content 
standards. Based on the scale score, student performance on each subject was categorized into 






and 850 points to meet state standards in a given subject area. Anyone scoring below 800 or 
above 850 is considered as ‘do not meet state standards’ or ‘exceed state standards’. 
Test scores alone cannot determine students’ accelerated status. Students’ eligibility to take 
accelerated courses is also based on their performance on diagnostic assessment15, student 
grades, and teacher recommendation. Parents could also request a waiver to keep their students 
from being placed into an accelerated level of instruction. Because students’ enrollment in 
accelerated courses is not decided solely by the state test results, not all students with scores 
above the threshold would take accelerated courses. Conversely, students who scored below the 
threshold may be placed into accelerated courses if they meet other criteria. The imperfect 
compliance suggests using fuzzy RD approach to estimate the effect of taking accelerated math 
courses.   
Data and Empirical Strategy 
Data and Sample 
The analyses rely on a multi-year school administrative dataset that includes course 
enrollment records, annual state test scores and demographic data for middle school students 
from 2009-2011. Specifically, the course enrollment records contain students’ assigned grade 
level16, course description, and whether a student is on regular or accelerated track. Student 
demographic variables include racial/ethnic categories, gender, indicators for gifted status, 
special education status, free or reduced price lunch (FRL) participation, and English as a 
Second language (ESL) course participation. Finally, for each student, the test score data 
includes at least two consecutive years of scale scores on state wide competency tests in 
                                                          
15 Diagnostic assessments test students’ cognitive skills as well as their non-cognitive abilities. 
 






mathematics, ELA, reading, science and social studies. The scale scores were standardized to 
have mean at 0 and standard deviation at 1. In this sample, about 20 percent of the observations 
have missing test scores. The missing data rate is also a lot higher for students who were not on 
the accelerated track, suggesting that students may choose to leave the particular school when 
they were not assigned to accelerated courses. I tested how this differential attrition affects 
effect estimates in the next section.  
        Summary statistics of the main analytic sample are shown in Table 2.1. The sample consists 
of 30,137 middle school students, 892 teachers, and 23 schools from 5 different cohorts. 
Students who ever took accelerated math courses are more likely to be white and Asian. They 
are also less likely to be eligible for free and reduced lunch. Further, it is not surprising that 
students who ever took accelerated math courses have considerably higher scores in math and 
ELA than students who never did. Their classmates are also more likely to have averagely 
stronger math and ELA skills with larger variations, as suggested by the mean and standard 
deviation of their prior test scores. This suggests that accelerated students have higher-
performing peers, but it may be more challenging to teach accelerated classes because teachers 
will have to teach a group of students who are more diverse in terms of their academic ability. 
In a given school year, students may take accelerated courses only in math or ELA, or in 
both subjects. Because the study focuses on accelerated math courses, table 2.1 presents 
summary statistics separately for students who only took accelerated math courses and those 
who took accelerated courses in both subjects. Among those who ever took accelerated math 
courses, about 80 percent of the time, they also took accelerated ELA courses. Also, students 
who only took accelerated math courses have lower prior math achievements than students who 






for ELA achievements. Averagely, the peer math and ELA scores for students who took only 
accelerated math courses is lower. The standard deviation in peer scores are also smaller for 
both subjects. In terms of teacher quality, students who took accelerated courses tend to have 
teachers with higher value-added scores than students who did not. I will further test whether 
the estimated intervention effect is affected by the difference in teacher quality in the next 
section.  
As described above, students’ eligibility for accelerated courses is partly decided by 
whether they scored above the 850-point threshold. Based on the summary statistics in table 2.1, 
students who ever took accelerated courses are a lot more likely to score above the threshold 
than students in the full sample. Also, scoring above the threshold does not guarantee that 
students would enroll in accelerated courses. The probability of students scoring above the math 
threshold but never taking accelerated math course in their middle school years is about 0.12 in 
this sample. The statistics show imperfect compliance near threshold with taking accelerated 
math courses.  
Analytic Method 
Direct comparison of accelerated and non-accelerated students may produce biased 
program effect estimates because these two groups may be different in a variety of ways. First, 
accelerated and non-accelerated students may be different because they came from different 
school, year and grade level. Also, these two groups have large differences in prior math skills. 
To control for them, the study first uses school-grade-year fixed effect together with math test 
scores from last year to estimate the program effect.  
However, accelerated and non-accelerated students may still differ in unobservable ways. 






scores below 850 points are less likely to take accelerated classes. Specifically, I use a dummy 
variable indicating whether a student scored below 850 points in the math test, as an 
instrumental variable for taking accelerated math courses, conditional on student characteristics 
and prior test scores. This could be expressed formally using equations below. 
𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 + 𝛼2𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 + 𝛼3𝑓(𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1) + 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑠 + 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑔 + 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝜔𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡  (1) 
𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡̂ + 𝛽2𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑓(𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1) + 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑠 + 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑔 + 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡             (2) 
Where 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 represents outcomes for student i in school s, grade g and year t. The outcome 
variables examined include end-of-year standardized test scores in math or ELA. Also, using 
the first-stage equation, the study includes measures on peer skills to examine the indirect 
treatments created through taking accelerated courses. The measures on peer skills used in this 
study include: a) the average and standard deviation of math score for peers from math core 
courses; d) the average and standard deviation of ELA score for peers from ELA core courses. 
       On the right hand of the equations, 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 denotes whether a student’s math test score is 
above or below the 850 threshold. 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 equals 1 if the student took accelerated math courses 
for a given grade and year, and equals 0 otherwise. 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1, the running variable, is last year’s 
math test score relative to the cut-off. 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 represents a set of variables on student 
demogrpahics, free/reduced luch status and gifted educaiton participation. Function f captures 
the relationship between 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1 and  𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 and 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡−1 and  𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 away from the cutoff. 
𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑠 , 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑔 and 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 are fixed effects for school, grade level and year.
17  𝛽1 is a local 
                                                          
17 Averagely, about 46 percent of teachers taught both accelerated and non-accelerated courses in a given year and grade 
level. I estimated the effects of taking accelerated math courses with school-grade-year-teacher fixed-effect controls, but the 






estimate on the effect of taking accelerated math courses for those who scored above the 
threshold and who took these classes only when their scores are above the threhold. 
Further, as described above, students may take accelerated courses in just math or in both 
math and ELA. To estimate the impact of the different treatments, I used the “frontier” RD 
approach (Reardon & Robinson, 2012), by fitting the RD model in different subsamples of 
students based on the subject of the accelerated courses they take. Also, I analyzed the 
homogeneity of the intervention effect on students by race group and socioeconomic status, as 
indicated by their free/reduced-price-lunch status.  
As discussed in prior studies using RD designs (e.g., Lee & Lemieux, 2010), one decision 
that needs to be made in estimating the effect of taking accelerated math courses involves 
properly estimating function f. The preferred model in this study estimates local linear 
regresison with a triangular kernal. To estimate optimal bandwidths, I use the procedure 
developed in Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012). For simplicity, I choose a bandwidth of 17, 
which is the Imbens-Kalyaramanan optimal bandwidth. I also test the robustness of the results 
using additional bandwidths and specifications. 
The validity of the fuzzy RD estimates relies on two assumptions. First, the estimates may 
be undermined if the students or other agents could manipuate themselves across the threshold 
to change the treatment status. In this study, it is hard for students to manipulate themsleves 
across the cutoff as they do not know exactly how many questions they need to answer correctly 
in order to pass the threshold and they are only tested once in each grade. To test for 
manipulation in this sample, I use the density test developed in Frandsen (2016) to examine if 






  The second assumption is that the jump in student outcomes near the threshold could only 
be created by the fact that students who scored right above 850 are more likely to take 
accelerated classes than those who scored right below the threshold. This means that the 
estimates would be biased if the jump in outcome was created or affected by other mechanism. 
To test other possible mechanism, I run the following falsification tests: a) I check if there is a 
discontinuity near the threshold in student characteristics, such as gender, race, free/reduced 
lunch, special education, gifted education status, or student attrition; b) I test if there is a 
discontinuity in the likelihood of taking accelerated courses at psuedo thresholds; c) I test if 
there is an impact of scoring below threshold on students’ performances on non-targeting 




Figure 2.1 plots the probability of taking accelerated math courses against last years’ math 
scores (running variable). As expected, the plot shows a positive relation between lag1 math test 
score and the probability of taking accelerated math courses. Consistent with the intervention 
description, the accelerated courses target high-achieving students – the probability of taking 
accelerated math courses quickly drops below 0.2 for students who scored 830 or lower. There 
is a fuzzy discontinuity around cut-off, suggesting imperfect compliance. On the right hand 
side, the probability of taking accelerated math courses is around 0.5, but the probability drops 
to about 0.4 on the left hand side.  
In addition to the graphic analyses, table 2.2 presents first-stage results that formally 






math threshold are 6.4 percent points less likely to take accelerated math courses than students 
who scored above it. I also did a falsification test using the probability of taking accelerated 
ELA courses (table 2.2 column 2). As expected, there is no discontinuity in the probability of 
taking accelerated ELA courses near the math threshold because it is based on ELA scores 
rather than math scores.  
Finally, accelerated courses also led to significant discontinuity in average peer skills, 
inducing higher peer quality for accelerated students. Students who scored above the math 
threshold are exposed to peers with prior math scores 0.06 standard deviations higher than the 
peer for students scored below the threshold. While most accelerated students took courses in 
both subjects, the results shows that accelerated courses do not seem to track students by their 
skills in the non-targeted subject; the estimated discontinuity in average peer ELA scores near 
math threshold is small and statistically insignificant. The math acceleration is shown to have 
no impact on peer composition in the classroom. There is no significant discontinuity in the 
standard deviations of peer math or ELA scores, for students who scored right below and above 
the math threshold. Finally, although the descriptive statistics show that students who took 
accelerated courses averagely have teachers with higher value-added scores, table 2.2 shows 
that there is no significant discontinuity in teachers’ value-added scores near the threshold, 
suggesting that the estimated effect of taking accelerated math courses is not affected by 
differences in teachers’ value-added scores.  
Academic Outcomes 
Table 2.3 presents fixed-effect (FE) and RD estimates on the effect of taking accelerated 
math courses on math or ELA achievements. FE estimates give a simple comparison between 






indicate that students taking accelerated math courses scored 0.37 standard deviations higher in 
the state math test and 0.30 higher in ELA at the end of the school year. However, even though 
fixed effects control for self-selection across school, grade level, and year, accelerated and 
regular students could still differ in other unobserved ways, leading to biased esitmates on the 
impact of taking accelerated courses.  
To address the selection issues, the fuzzy RD approach compared accelerated students 
who scored right above the eligibility threshold to regular students who scored below the 
threshold. The main results were estimated using local linear regression with a triangular kernel 
and a bandwidth of +/-17 chosen based on the procedure developed in Imbens and 
Kalyanaraman (2012). The fuzzy RD approach shows that there is no signficant impact on both 
math and ELA scores for students who scored above 850 and took accerlated math courses as a 
result. The estimated impact of taking accelerated math courses is 0.09 standard deviations on 
math test scores and even smaller at 0.06 s.d. for ELA test scores. In addition, as it is mentioned 
earlier, students assigned to non-accelerated track are more likely to leave the school district. 
These students’ parents often have higher expection or involvement in their children’s 
education. Students are more likely to have higher gains if they had not transferred, which 
would further reduce the estimated intervention effects. Overall, the results suggest that even 
though FE estimates show significant effect of taking accelerated math courses on student 
achievements, the estimated effects become insignficant when selection issues are further 
addressed using fuzzy RD approach.   
 






Table 2.4 presents estimates on the effect of taking accelerated math courses, condition 
on whether students also took accelerated ELA courses within the same school year. The effects 
are insignificant for students who took only accelerated math courses, and for student who took 
accelerated courses in both subjects. Even though both estimates are insignificant, the 
magnitude of the estimate is larger for students who took accelerated courses in both subjects. 
This may be that accelerated ELA courses facilitate student learning in math class. For example, 
accelerated ELA courses improve students’ verbal skills, which may help them learn math terms 
and ideas. It could also be that students taking courses in both subjects are more motivated in 
doing well academically so that they could stay in these accelerated courses next year. Overall, 
the effect of taking accelerated math courses is statistically insignificant under both conditions.  
To examine whether the overall effect differs from effects for certain group of students, I 
estimate the effect of taking accelerated math courses for low-income and minority students. 
Similar to the overall effect estimate, Table 2.5 shows that the estimated effect of taking 
accelerated math courses is insignificant for both low-income and minority students. The 
magnitude of the effect is negative for both student groups, suggesting that accelerated math 
courses may be detrimental rather than beneficial for low-income and minority students.   
 
Threats to Validity  
Table 2.6 shows that the estimated effect of taking accelerated math courses is robust to a 
variety of specifications and bandwidths, and inclusion of covariates. The estimated effect of 
taking accelerated math courses remains largely stable with +/-15 and +/-20 bandwidth (0.085 
and 0.099 s.d.). When estimated using a quadratic function form and +/-50 and +/-100 






effect of taking accelerated math courses without controlling for gender, race, free reduced 
lunch status, and gifted education status. The local linear estimates change slightly without 
covariates, ranging from 0.07 to 0.114 standard deviations.  
The validity of the fuzzy RD estimates is undermined if the observed discontinuity is 
affected by score manipulation or discontinuity in student characteristics around the threshold. 
Figure 2.2 plots score distribution by year near threshold, showing no obvious manipulation. 
Further, the density test developed in Frandsen (2016) shows no discontinuity in the running 
variable near the threshold. In addition, I estimated the discontinuity using the first-stage 
regression described by equation 1 and using student characteristics as outcomes. The outcome 
variable examined include indicators for being male, White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, or being 
eligible for subsidized lunch, special education, gifted education status, or student attrition. The 
estimated coefficients for 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑔𝑡 and the standard errors are reported in table 2.7. For all the 
variables examined, the estimated discontinuities are small and statistically insignificant near 
math threshold. Finally, I repeat the RD analyses at alternative thresholds (820, 840 and 860) 
and find small first-stage estimates and Cragg-Donald Wald F statistics for the test on excluded 
instrument (Table 2.8), suggesting that the discontinuity near math threshold is not created by 
other mechanisms that exist at these alternative thresholds.  
One other issue that may biases the effect estimate is that there may be alternative 
interventions that used the same eligibility threshold and also implemented during this period of 
time. If this is the case, the impact of these alternative interventions may also be captured by 
effect estimates in this study. To test this possibility, I estimated the impact of scoring below the 






estimates on reading, ELA and science (Table 2.9), suggesting that the estimated effects of 
taking accelerated math courses may not be affected by alternative education interventions. 
 
Discussions and Conclusions 
A key finding of this study is that accelerated math courses have null effects on end-of-
year math test scores for middle school students. The finding is unexpected because prior 
studies on academic acceleration generally found positive effects on student achievements. In 
addition, the null effect is surprising given that more challenging coursework and higher peer 
quality were provided by the subject-based acceleration program. This section suggests several 
explanations for the findings and discusses their implications.  
The different findings from current and prior studies were probably caused by the use of 
different analytic methods for estimating the intervention effects. As mentioned previously, 
prior studies on academic acceleration are largely correlational and are mostly based on small 
samples. However, accelerated students are often very different from their non-accelerated 
peers, and some of the differences may be unaccounted for in the prior studies, leading to biased 
estimates on intervention effects. The current study used fuzzy regression discontinuity to 
estimate the effect of acceleration on student test scores. In this case, because the selection 
issues are better controlled for, it is expected that the estimated impact is smaller than what was 
found in the previous correlational studies.  
Another possibility that explains the conflicting results is that the estimated impact from 
this study is local to students near the math threshold (students who just exceed state standards). 
Prior acceleration studies target students who were accelerated to the next grade level. Those 






Further, while the subject-based acceleration program provided customized treatment to 
relatively lower-performing students, these students are mostly likely to have lower self-
efficacy as a result of acceleration. This is because changes in class ranking is likely to be most 
drastic for borderline students; borderline students became the lowest-performing students in 
the classroom when they were placed on the accelerated track. For these students, the changes in 
self-efficacy may have canceled out the positive effects from advanced coursework and higher 
peer quality.   
Finally, the study found null effect probably because it used inappropriate outcome 
measures for assessing the learning of accelerated students. For one, accelerated courses 
covered content from the next grade level. While the content may be connected across grade 
levels, what students learned in accelerated courses may not help them do better on the state 
competency test for their assigned grade level. Also, it may take time for the effect of taking 
accelerated math courses to show and to be observed. Even though accelerated courses do not 
have impact on the short-term performances, they may improve students’ long-term outcomes, 
such as the probability of completing high school or going to college. The data on these long-
term outcomes is not available in the sample for this study, but these are important variables to 
include for future research studying the effectiveness of subject-based acceleration.    
Summary and Conclusions 
Using fuzzy RD design and a large school administrative dataset, the study examines the 
effect of taking accelerated math courses under a subject-based acceleration program on student 
test scores. The RD estimates show that students who took accelerated math courses during 
middle school, as a result of scoring above the eligibility threshold, did not outperform non-






students who took accelerated courses in both math and ELA and for borderline students who 
took accelerated courses only in math. The effect of taking accelerated math courses is also 
insignificant for low-income and minority students.  
Overall, results from the current study do not provide supporting evidence on using 
accelerated math courses to improve the performances of high- or average-performing students. 
However, the subject-based acceleration program provided advanced coursework, and the study 
also showed that it induced higher peer quality for accelerated students. Given these treatments, 
it is possible for future studies to find impact if they use assessments that are better-aligned with 
the materials covered in accelerated courses. Or, to reduce the adverse effect from changes in 
self-efficacy, schools could consider the option of having separate accelerated classes for 
highest-performing and borderline students. More research is needed to investigate these 









Figure 2.1. Probability of Taking Accelerated Math Courses by Math Score. Note. 
Each dot indicates the probability of taking accelerated math courses for a bin 
width of 1. The line represents local linear smooth, with separate plots plotted on 
the left and right. The vertical red line indicates the threshold for being eligible to 
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Figure 2.2. Density of Math Scores by Year, 2009-2011. Note. In these 

































































Demographics     
Male .504 .622 .473 .523 
White .384 .481 .583 .254 
Black .387 .229 .157 .530 
Hispanic .100 .079 .033 .141 
Asian .094 .178 .192 .040 
Subsidized Lunch .385 .234 .124 .552 
Special Education .090 .034 .005 .150 
Gifted Education .014 .035 .021 .006 
Teacher VA and Peer Skills     
Math VA Scores .060 .176 .189 -.012 
ELA VA Scores .054   .118 .133 .010 
Mean Peer Math 
Scoresa 
.082 .755 1.051 -.459 
S.D. in Peer Math 
Scoresa 
.546 .563 .621 .509 
Mean Peer ELA 
Scoresa 
.103 .001 .918 -.382 
S.D. in Peer ELA 
Scoresa 
.636 .632 .693 .609 
Academic Outcomes     
Math z-score .066 .572 1.051 -.503 
Math z-score lag1 .088 .653 1.084 -.488 
Below Math 
Threshold 
.620 .305 .161 .882 
ELA z-score .068 .365 .964   -.463 
ELA z-score lag1 .086 .330 .977 -.443 
Below ELA 
Threshold 
.559 .444 .132 .817 
N 49,404 3,600 14,242 28,016 
a Mean or S.D. of peer scores are calculated as the average or standard deviation of lag1 math or ELA z-score for 
peers who took core courses with the student in a given subject. 
Note. Mean values of each variable are shown by sample. Each observation contains data for a student in a given 
year and grade. Column 1 presents summary statistics for the full analytic sample. Column 2 and 3 restricts the 
sample to students who took accelerated courses only in math or in both math and ELA during middle school. 




















































-.064***    
(.017) 
-.004     
(.014) 
-.060***    
(.018) 
.002    
(.005) 
-.010    
(.016) 
.002    
(.005) 
-.004     
(.004) 
-.007    
(.004) 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch status, 
gifted education and school-grade-year fixed effect. The mean and SD peer scores are calculated using lag1 math or 
ELA z-scores of peers from core courses. Each coefficient is generated by local linear regression with a triangular 
kernel and a bandwidth of 17. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.  












Effects of Accelerated Math Courses on Math Scores 
Estimated Effects 
.372*** 
   (.013) 
.085    
(.318) 
R-Squared 0.718 0.123 
N 49,404 14,481 
Effects of Accelerated Math Courses on ELA Scores 
Estimated Effects 
.303*** 
   (.013) 
.059   
(.390) 
R-Squared 0.575          0.101 
N 49,404 14,481 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions with covariates include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free 
reduced lunch status, gifted education, and school-grade-year fixed effect. In column 2, each coefficient for local 
linear regression is generated with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 17. Robust standard errors are in 
parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity 









  Table 2.4 RD Estimates on Effects of Taking Accelerated Math Courses, by 




Average effect of taking accelerated math course, for 
students also taking accelerated ELA course 
.097    
(.296) 
R-Squared 0.152 
First-stage Estimates  
Below Threshold 
-.044**    
(.021) 
F-test on the Excluded Instrument   14.65 
N 6,298 
Average effect of taking accelerated math course, for 
students not taking accelerated ELA course 
.085   
 (.311) 
R-Squared 0.129 
First-stage Estimates  
Below Threshold 
-.067***    
(.018) 
F-test on the Excluded Instrument 15.74 
N  8,182 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions with covariates include controls for gender, 
race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch status, gifted education, and school-grade-year fixed effect. 
Each coefficient for local linear regression is generated with a triangular kernel and a 
bandwidth of 17. F-test on the excluded instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald 
Wald F statistic. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity 













Student Minority Student 
(1) (2) (3) 
Fuzzy RD Estimates 
.085    
(.318) 
-.157    
(.471)  
-.114   
 (.285) 
R-Squared 0.123 0.026 0.099 
First-stage Estimates    
Below Threshold 
-.054*** 
   (.017) 
-.073**    
 (.030) 
-.075*** 
   (.024) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
21.31   10.92 10.56 
N 14,481 3,934 5,497 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions with covariates include controls for gender, 
race/ethnicity, free reduced lunch status, gifted education, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each 
coefficient for local linear regression is generated with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 17. F-test 
on the excluded instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Robust standard 
errors are in parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity 






Table 2.6 Robustness Checks for Fuzzy RD Estimates  
 Local Linear Estimates 
Global quadratic 
estimates 
 IK: +/-17 +/- 15 +/- 20 +/- 50 +/- 100 
Estimates with Covariates      
Took Accelerated Math 
Courses 
.085    
(.318) 
.085     
(.338) 
.099     
(.321) 
.116   
(.195) 
-.092   
(.218) 
R-Squared   0.123 0.113 0.146 0.327 0.346 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 
-.054*** 
   (.017) 
-.051***   
(.018) 
-.057***   
(.016) 
-.036**   
(.016) 
-.051***   
(.014) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
21.31 15.97 30.35 23.17 79.70 
Estimates with No Covariates      
Took Accelerated Math 
Courses 
.070    
(.234) 
   .074   
(.254) 
.114    
(.229) 
.107   
(.189) 
  -.133   
(.225) 
R-Squared 0.174 0.151 0.226 0.314 0.317 
FS Est.: Below Threshold 
-.061***    
(.015) 
-.056***   
(.016) 
-.069***   
(.014) 
-.033**    
(.017) 
-.048***    
(.014) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
17.32   12.41 27.11 19.15 68.28 
N 14,481 13,047 17,130 38,512   48,719 
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions with covariates include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free 
reduced lunch status, gifted education, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Regressions with no covariates include 
only school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient for local linear regression is generated with a triangular 
kernel. F-test on the excluded instrument reported in the table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Robust 
standard errors are in parentheses. RD= Regression Discontinuity 






































.010   
(.014) 
-.004   
(.015)   
-.021   
(.014) 
-.004   
(.009) 




  .002     
(.006) 
.008    
(.005) 
  -.007   
(.004) 
Note. Each regression includes controls for school-grade-year fixed effect. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. In all 
columns, the sample is restricted to students within 17 units of the eligibility threshold. Robust standard errors are in 
parentheses.   




















.012    
(.010) 
-.012  
  (.018)   
  .012    
(.017) 
F-test on the Excluded 
Instrument 
3.59 1.13   0.84 
N 15,152 14,605    12,499 
Note.  Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced 
lunch status, gifted education, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient is generated by local linear 
regression with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 17. F-test on the excluded instrument reported in the 
table is the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic. Robust standard errors are in parentheses.  



















-.004    
(.017) 
-.026    
(.025) 
.006    
(.021) 
  -.001    
(.022)   
Note. Except where otherwise noted, regressions include controls for gender, race/ethnicity, free reduced 
lunch status, gifted education, and school-grade-year fixed effect. Each coefficient is generated by local 
linear regression with a triangular kernel and a bandwidth of 17. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. 






Chapter Three: Does Teacher Learning Last? Understanding How Much Teachers Retain 
their Knowledge after Professional Development (joint work with Geoffrey Phelps) 
Introduction 
Classroom teachers are one of the most important in-school factors contributing to 
student learning (e.g., Aaronson, Barrow, & Sander, 2007; Chetty, Friedman, & Rockoff, 2013; 
Rivkin, Hanushek, & Kain, 2005). To improve teacher quality, federal and local education 
agencies have devoted substantial resources to teacher training and development (Correnti, 
2007; Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 1999). Efforts to improve teacher professional development 
and thus teacher quality have led to a large number of research studies that examined the 
effectiveness of these programs. With the recent development in teacher assessments, teacher 
knowledge measures have been increasingly included as a key outcome by many of these 
studies (Carney, Brendefur, Thiede, Hughes, & Sutton, 2014; Hill & Ball, 2004; Koellner & 
Jacobs, 2015; Polly, Neale, & Pugalee, 2014). As discussed in prior studies by Desimone (2009) 
or Yoon, Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, and Shapley (2007), the logic for using measures of teacher 
knowledge as the outcome is straightforward and based on a basic set of causal assumptions: 
effective professional development should lead to improvements in teacher knowledge, this 
knowledge should then have a positive impact on instruction, and in turn effective instruction 
should have an impact on student achievement.  
However, there is one critical issue with this set of assumptions that has received limited 
attention in research on teacher professional development programs. In order for gains in 
knowledge to have an effect on teaching, these knowledge gains must persist. But just as 
teachers can develop new knowledge, they can also forget what they have learned. This is 






Bennett, Stanush, & McNelly, 1998; Stothard & Nicholson, 2001). If teachers quickly lose the 
knowledge needed for effective teaching then the professional development might have little to 
no effect on student learning even when there are substantial initial program effects on teacher 
knowledge outcomes.  
The study of teacher knowledge decay is important for both designing and evaluating 
teacher professional development programs. On the one hand, studying teacher knowledge 
decay is essential to properly understand the effectiveness of teacher professional development 
programs. So far, prior research evaluating teacher professional development has found mixed 
evidence on the effect of these programs, with many studies finding that professional 
development has null effects on teacher and student outcomes (e.g., Battey et al., 2013; Bell, 
Wilson, Higgins, & McCoach, 2010; Blank et al., 2008; Santagata, Kersting, Givvin, & Stigler, 
2010). Although different possibilities have been hypothesized, knowledge decay may be 
another important reason for the null results. Specifically, if decay occurs after teachers 
complete the training, the estimated effects would be sensitive to how soon after a program the 
outcome measures are administered. Therefore, the estimated null effects from previous studies 
may be partly caused by the delay in the measurement of teacher knowledge. Further, as 
described above, teacher knowledge is considered a key mediator between professional 
development programs, teacher instruction and student performance. So, null program effects 
on student outcomes could be the result of a lack of sustainability in teacher knowledge. On the 
other hand, the estimated knowledge decay could also inform the design of the teacher 
professional development programs. For example, in organizational contexts, estimated decay 
rate is used to optimize the scheduling of refresher trainings (e.g., Healy et al., 1998; RSSB, 






development, the decay rate could be useful for deciding the number of training sessions and 
appropriate training intervals for maintaining the knowledge and skill level required for 
effective teaching.  
Recognizing the importance of studying teacher knowledge decay, this study seeks to 
estimate the decay rate of content knowledge for teaching in mathematics (CKT-M) after they 
complete professional development programs. There are two reasons why the CKT measures 
are preferred to other teacher knowledge measures in estimating teacher learning and 
knowledge decay. First, these assessments go substantially beyond pure content assessments 
and are designed to measure the unique types of content expertise used in teaching, including 
analyzing students’ work, determining the validity of a mathematical argument, or using proper 
representations for teaching particular math ideas (Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008; Baumert et 
al., 2010). As a result, they are more likely to address the content competencies of teacher 
professional development programs that aim to improve teaching and should better capture 
teacher learning and knowledge decay associated with these programs. Second, there is 
mounting empirical evidence showing that assessments of CKT are associated with teaching 
quality as well as student learning (Baumert et al., 2010; Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005; Hill, 
Umland, Litke, & Kapitula, 2012).  These findings suggest that CKT is one of the key mediators 
that are closely connected with both program treatment and student learning, and thus should be 
included for examining the effectiveness and the underlying mechanism of the professional 
development programs. Based on a set of professional development programs for mathematics 
teachers that took place during 2008-2013, the current study investigates the following two 






Research Question 1: What is the decay rate of content knowledge for teaching 
mathematics after teachers complete professional development programs?  
Research Question 2: If teachers forget what they learn, does the decay rate vary by 
program features and participant characteristics?  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review prior studies 
that examined the sustainability of teacher learning from professional development programs, 
and the extent to which the sustainability varies across different conditions. Next, we describe 
the analytic sample and empirical strategy used to estimate teacher knowledge decay. We then 
present results which suggest that there is significant knowledge decay after program treatment 
ends. We conclude with a discussion of these results and their implications for using teacher 
knowledge as an outcome to evaluate and study the improvement of teacher professional 
development programs. 
Review of Prior Research on the Sustainability of Professional Development Outcomes 
Substantial research has been conducted to examine the effectiveness of mathematics 
professional development programs (Hill & Ball, 2004; Bell, Wilson, Higgins, & McCoach, 
2010; Koellner & Jacobs, 2015; Polly, Neale, & Pugalee, 2014). However, an equally important 
question is to what extent the effect persists after the completion of the programs. So far, studies 
that examined the sustainability of professional development outcomes were based primarily on 
small samples of teachers and some of them used self-report outcome measures. These studies 
provided preliminary evidence on how much teachers sustain their knowledge or teaching 
practices, and discussed possible factors that are associated with the sustainability. In this 
section, we summarize evidence from these studies and provide a framework for understanding 






One of the early studies that examined the sustainability of the professional development 
outcomes was conducted by Supovitz, Mayer, and Kahle (2000). The program promoted 
inquiry-based instruction for science and math teachers. Using self-report survey data, the study 
found that teachers’ attitude and use of inquiry-based teaching practices sustained three years 
after the professional development. This pattern held for teachers of different genders, race 
groups, grade levels, and school types (public vs. private). In another study, Boston and Smith 
(2011) found that a professional development program improved math teachers’ ability to select 
high-level instructional tasks, but not all teachers were able to sustain what they learned from 
the training. Those teachers who showed sustainable changes demonstrated higher inclinations 
to reflect on their practices and to apply strategies learned from the training to their own 
teaching practices. Finally, Sandholtz and Ringstaff (2016) investigated how contextual factors 
influenced the sustainability of learning from a professional development that provided science 
assistance to K-2 teachers. Based on survey and interview data from 15 teachers, the study 
found that school-level factors, such as administrative and collegial support, are important to 
teachers in sustaining science instruction. High turnover of principals and other colleagues often 
makes it challenging for teachers to maintain the instruction quality over time.   
In addition to sustainability of teaching practices, several studies provided evidence on 
the presence of knowledge retention, which is more close to what is examined in this study. 
Franke, Carpenter, Levi, and Fennema (2001) followed up with teachers four years after they 
completed a professional development that focused on improving understanding on students’ 
mathematical thinking. Also, Steinberg, Empson, and Carpenter (2004) conducted a case study 
of one teacher who participated in a similar professional development. Overall, findings from 






continue to improve teacher knowledge of students’ mathematical thinking and the quality of 
math instruction. Evidence on knowledge retention or decay is also available in other subject 
areas. Goldschmidt and Phelps (2010) estimated the impact of teacher professional development 
and its sustainability using measures of content knowledge for teaching in the area of 
elementary reading instruction and found that learning gains in comprehension and word 
analysis were not sustained six months after the training was completed. Roth et al. (2011) 
examined the impacts of two types of science professional development programs and their 
sustainability on teachers’ content knowledge. Their results show declining trends in knowledge 
for teachers in the program that focused only on deepening science knowledge (content only 
program), but teachers who participated in the program with analysis of teaching practice 
sustained their knowledge gain afterwards.  
To summarize, prior research found a lot of variation in how much teachers sustain their 
learning after completing professional development programs. Factors related to the content and 
design of training, to individuals, and to the school context in which teachers work have been 
shown to influence sustainability of teacher learning. In terms of training content, professional 
development programs with sustainable impact are usually embedded in teacher work and 
promote understanding of students’ thinking. The sustainability may also be affected by teacher 
characteristics, their attitude towards the program, and their ability to internalize what they learn 
during the training. Finally, teacher learning is more likely to sustain for those working in a 
stable and well-supported school environment. Principal support and teacher collaboration 
increase the sustainability of professional development impact on teachers. 
In the current study, we add to previous research by estimating the decay of content 






development programs in the US. In addition, the dataset contains a rich set of variables on 
teacher characteristics and program features, which allows us to examine empirically how some 
of the factors identified or hypothesized in prior studies affect knowledge decay after teachers 
complete their professional development programs. Overall, this study provides more reliable 
and generalizable empirical evidence on the decay of teacher knowledge after they complete 
professional development, and how much the decay rates vary by teacher characteristics and 
program features.   
Data and methods 
Sample 
The analytic sample consists of data collected in the Teacher Knowledge Assessment 
System (TKAS), which is a web-based platform administering assessments of mathematical 
knowledge for teaching, developed through the Learning Mathematics for Teaching project at 
the University of Michigan (http://sitemaker.umich.edu/lmt/home). TKAS was launched in June 
2008 and has been widely used by researchers, professional development providers, teacher 
educators, and program evaluators to assess teachers’ mathematical knowledge and its 
development. While the system allowed for pre, pre-post, and pre-post-delayed post designs, 
most of the TKAS users (over 90% of programs) chose to have a pre-post or pre-post-delayed 
post design to evaluate the knowledge change of teachers over time. To enable these 
administration designs, the system contains multiple forms that are equated to generate 
comparable test scores across multiple test administrations. In addition, based on the training 
content and evaluation need, administrators could select a combination of test forms from the 
following elementary and middle school assessments in mathematics: (1) Elementary number 






(3) Grade 4-8 geometry (GEO); (4) Middle school number concept and operations (MSNCOP); 
(5) Middle school patterns, functions and algebra (MSPFA). Along with the assessments, TKAS 
administers teacher and professional development provider surveys at each testing 
administration. These surveys collect self-report data on program characteristics, teacher 
background, teacher motivation for participating in the training, and teacher reflection on the 
training experiences. 
To ensure that the sample only included in-service teachers enrolled in professional 
development programs, we limited the sample in several ways. First, we dropped pre-service 
teachers and pre-service programs from the sample. We also excluded programs with fewer than 
10 teachers, given concerns about the reliability of the estimated knowledge decay rates drawn 
from such small programs. Finally, we only included teachers who had both pre and post test 
scores. After these exclusions, our sample includes 3,652 in-service teachers from 161 programs 
across the nation.  
Next we used latency data on how long each teacher took to complete the assessment to 
identify teachers who did not take adequate time to consider answers to the assessment 
questions. We excluded teachers who completed an assessment in less time than it takes to 
simply read through the test form at an average speed. After removing teachers with random 
careless responses, the sample size dropped by approximately 10%, but the total number of 
programs remained unchanged. Summary statistics on teacher and program characteristics look 
similar across the full sample and the sample of teachers who completed the test with a good 
faith effort. For the remainder of the analysis we only include the 3,340 teachers who made a 






The final sample contains a mix of K-12 teachers who differ in education background 
and teaching experience (Table 3.1). Specifically, 27 percent of the teachers have a mathematics 
degree at either the undergraduate or graduate level. 14 percent of the teachers have less than 3 
years of teaching experience and 48 percent of them have over 10 years of experience. In terms 
of program characteristics, approximately half of the programs in the sample span both summer 
and school year. Summer institutes account for a slightly larger percent compared with 
programs that occur during school year. Also, the program dosage varies considerably. The 
number of sessions and total contact hours range from 1 to 32 sessions and from 2 to 120 hours. 
In terms of the uses of different tests, there are 14 test combinations in the sample. The five 
most frequently used combinations are ELNCOP (47 programs), MSPFA (30 programs), 




The most common empirical approach to studying knowledge decay is to use a pre, post 
and delayed post design to model growth trajectories as a result of an intervention (e.g., Heyns, 
1978; Goldschmidt & Phelps, 2010). However, for TKAS data, and many other large-scale 
studies with a delayed post design, such a growth analysis often suffers from a series of issues 
associated with substantial missing data at the delayed posttest occasion. In TKAS, about 44 
programs (27.3%) had a design with pretest, posttest and delayed posttest occasions. In these 
programs, the percent of teachers who have pre- and posttest but do not have a delayed posttest 
is 64%. As a result, the common approach of modeling growth would lead to significant 






In this analysis we take a different approach to estimating knowledge decay that takes 
advantage of one of the administration features built into the TKAS system. When designing an 
administration plan for a professional development program, it is possible to set up the TKAS 
system to give teachers the flexibility to choose when they would like to complete the 
assessment. In the study sample, 49.69% of the programs allow teachers more than 2 weeks to 
complete their posttest and 26.71% allow more than a month. More importantly, these wide 
administration windows create large variations in how long teachers wait to take the test and 
therefore it is possible to use this feature of TKAS to construct a measure for each teacher for 
the number of days that they wait to take the test.  
Using a multilevel model with teachers nested in programs, we estimate the relationship 
between the number of wait days and posttest scores across teachers after accounting for 
program- and teacher-level differences. The model is specified below 
           (1)                                                                                                                          
𝛽0𝑗 = 𝜋00 + 𝛾0𝑗                     𝛾0𝑗~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝛾0
2 )                                                        (2) 
𝛽3𝑗 = 𝜋300 + 𝛾30𝑗                 𝛾30𝑗~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝛾30
2 )                                                     (3a) 
or 
𝛽3𝑗 = 𝜋30 + 𝜋31𝑋3𝑗 + 𝛾3𝑗     𝛾3𝑗~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝛾3
2 )                                                         (3b)
                                                                                              
where Waitij is the key explanatory variable that indicates how long teachers waited to take the 
test. Specifically, it is 0 if teacher i is the first test-taker in program j. We use this relative 
measure of wait time across teachers so that the coefficient of Waitij reflects the change in post 
2






test score across teachers having different wait times within a program18. In addition, we include 
quadratic and cubic function forms of the Waitij  to test if the decay rate estimate is relatively 
stable across time.  
To control for individual differences that are associated with both Waitij and PostScoreij, 
we included PreScoreij as well as a set of teacher characteristics (Xij). Both the pre- and posttest 
scores used in the model are the average of test scores from all assessments used by each 
program. These average scores should capture what teachers learned from the professional 
development programs, assuming that the program administrators choose assessments aligned 
with their program content. PreScoreij is included to account for differences in pre-existing 
knowledge. Also, our data suggests that the pre and post test scores have a quadratic 
relationship. To account for this, a square term of pretest score is added into the equation. The 
list of teacher characteristics as denoted by Xij include demographics (race and gender dummy 
variables), teacher background variables (teaching experience and whether they have a math 
degree at either undergraduate or graduate level), and four composite variables that were built 
from Likert-scale items in teacher surveys. The composite variables include teachers’ 
reflections on the relevance and importance of the test questions, satisfaction with the 
professional development program, and intrinsic and extrinsic sources of motivation for 
attending the programs.  
This multilevel model allows the intercept and coefficient for Waitij  to vary at the 
program level. Because teachers are clustered within programs, a varying intercept (equation 2) 
                                                          
18 We use the relative measure instead of the absolute measure for teachers’ wait time because, on the one hand, we do not 
know the exact end date of these programs in TKAS. On the other hand, it makes sense to construct the relative measure so 






is required to capture the random program effect on teachers’ post-training knowledge.19 The 
random coefficient, as specified by equation 3a allows for program-specific estimates of teacher 
knowledge decay rates. In equation 3a, π300 represents the estimated average knowledge decay 
rate across all programs.  
Further, to address the second research question, equation 3b includes program-level 
covariates that are associated with decay rate. Here, π31 estimates differences in decay rate 
across different types of programs. Two kinds of program-level predictors (X3j) for the random 
coefficient for Waitij are examined. The first set of variables representing the design features of 
the programs is constructed as follows. 1) Program type, defined using the starting month and 
the length of the program testing window. This variable categorizes programs into three types: 
summer institute, programs taking place during the school year (school year program), and 
programs that span both summer and school year (whole year program). 2) Number of training 
sessions, which indicates how many times teachers are required to meet. 3) Contact hours, 
which is based on providers’ reports of total hours of program training. 4) Intensity, defined as 
contact hours divided by the number of training sessions. 4) Uses of different tests, which 
characterize programs by different combinations of assessments they chose to use, and therefore 
also reflect the content focus of the program. The second set of program level variables is 
constructed by aggregating participants’ characteristics to the program level. These variables 
include: 1) Average initial knowledge level measured by average pretest score. 2) Average 
years of classroom teaching experience; 3) Percent of teachers who have a mathematics degree. 
Assessing Threats to the Validity of Knowledge Decay Estimate using Robustness Tests 
                                                          
19 We prefer random effect models over fixed effect models because only the random effect model allows for the inclusion of 
program level predictors that are associated with the decay rates. At any rate, both models generate similar estimates of 






In the multilevel model described above, the estimated coefficient for Waitij, if positive 
would be attributed to evidence of continued learning after professional development programs, 
and if negative would be attributed to knowledge decay. However, because teachers are allowed 
to self-select, the effects of waiting to take the test could also reflect teachers with lower post 
test scores selecting into later testing dates. This selection effect is an obvious threat to the 
inference that the effect for waiting to take an assessment can be attributed to knowledge decay.    
We tested and controlled for the potential unwanted selection in the following three 
ways. First, we controlled for program level differences to avoid having selection effects that 
are produced due to differences in program features. For example, good professional 
development programs, which are more effective at improving teacher knowledge, could also 
motivate teachers to respond more promptly. Our multilevel model compares teachers who 
participated in the same professional development program and thus could control for this 
particular source of self-selection.  
Second, we controlled for a series of teacher-level covariates that are related to both the 
number of wait days and the posttest score to reduce any confounding effects on the knowledge 
decay estimator. For example, teachers who do well on the pretest might be more eager to take 
the post test and are also more likely to perform better on the post test. The knowledge decay 
estimate might be downward biased if the difference in pretest score is neglected. The teacher-
level covariates included should be able to correct for the bias caused by observed individual 
differences. 
Despite the rich set of covariates available, the list of control variables remains 
inevitably incomplete. As a result, the relationship between the test score and the number of 






investigate, we conducted three additional analyses to rule out alternative hypotheses regarding 
the relationship between wait days and test scores. In the first analysis, we ran a series of 
sensitivity analyses to test if the decay rate estimate is driven by a small number of extreme 
values that come from teachers who waited for a long time to take the test. In the full sample, a 
small percent (3.4%) of teachers waited for 50 days or more to take the test. This group of 
teacher may not represent the average teacher attending professional development programs. To 
find out if our decay rates estimate changes after excluding extreme groups, we fit the same 
multilevel model with teacher-level covariates described above using samples that include 
teachers who completed the test within 50, 60 or 70 days. 
In the second analysis, we ran a counterfactual test to estimate the effect of wait time at 
the pretest administration. Pretest data provides a powerful counterfactual test because this data 
is collected before the professional development and because the treatment and associated 
learning has not taken place. Therefore, knowledge decay should not be observed at pretest.  If a 
similar pattern is observed for wait days at pretest, then the observed effect of wait time could 
be attributable to teachers self-selecting into later testing according to a variety of unobserved 
personal characteristics. Conversely, if under this condition there is no effect for wait days, then 
the counterfactual argument would indicate that any effect observed for wait days at post test is 
more likely to be associated with the knowledge decay and not these unobserved characteristics. 
To estimate the effect of wait time at pretest administration, we used a similar multilevel model 
with pretest scores as the outcome variable. In this model, the key predictor is the number of 
wait days at pretest administration. The covariates used include gender, race, teaching 






Finally, we tested whether our knowledge decay estimate is clouded by reverse 
causality. Reverse causality occurs if the amount of teacher learning affects when teachers take 
the test — i.e., teachers who learned the most take the test first. This is problematic because the 
decay estimate from our model captures the true knowledge decay as well as this pattern caused 
by reverse causality. To test if teacher learning has an impact on wait time, we used a self-report 
measure of learning. Participating teachers, in addition to completing the pre and post 
knowledge tests were asked to self-rate their learning after professional development. While 
self-reports may not be as accurate as tests of knowledge, we think it is less likely that personal 
impressions of learning will decay. Self-reports therefore provide an alternative measure of 
learning that does not reflect knowledge decay in the same way as test scores. Specifically, we 
constructed a variable for teachers’ self-report learning using two Likert-scale items20 and used 
this variable as the outcome measure, the wait time variable as the predictor and other teacher 
characteristics as the covariates. Results from this model could help us find out whether wait 
days and teacher learning are related and a lack of a relation between wait time and self-report 




Knowledge Decay Estimates 
Table 3.2 presents the main results from the multilevel model. The first model 
specification only includes the number of days teachers wait to take the test as the independent 
                                                          
20 Teachers were asked to rate both items on a six-point Likert scale that ranges from “not at all” to “to a great extent” : 1) To 
what extent did the professional development help you learn to teach mathematics more effectively? 2) To what extent did the 






variable and allows the intercept and the coefficient for the wait variable to vary at the program 
level (Column 1). Next, we add teacher-level covariates into the model to test if the estimated 
decay rate is driven by teacher characteristics (Column 2). The decay rate estimate does not 
change after adding teacher covariates into the model, indicating the estimate is robust to the 
inclusion of these teacher characteristics. For heterogeneous analyses, we chose to build on the 
model in column 2 since all model fit statistics suggest that this model provides a better fit than 
the one without teacher level covariates. In addition, the function form of the model has 
important implications for how the decay estimates should be interpreted. So, we tested the 
quadratic and cubic function form of the model, but found that the square and cubic terms are 
statistically insignificant. The model fit statistics (i.e., log likelihood, AIC and BIC) also suggest 
that the linear model fits the data better. Overall, the evidence suggests that the decay rate is 
relatively stable following the completion of the training.21 
A consistent pattern in both models is that the knowledge decay estimate is negative and 
significant at -0.003 (P-value<0.01), indicating that on average waiting one day to take the test 
would be associated with scores that are a 0.003 standard deviations lower.22 To understand the 
substantive implication of this estimate, we compare the estimated decay rate to pre-post teacher 
knowledge change as a result of the professional development training. Specifically, we 
calculate the average difference of pre and post test score in the TKAS sample. The average 
observed change of .1109 would be lost in 37 days (.1109/0.003) with the decay rate being 
stable over time. To provide a more accurate benchmark on the magnitude of teacher learning 
during professional development programs, we use estimates from a recent study (Anonymous, 
                                                          
21 Results from the model with quadratic or cubic function form are available upon request. 
 






2016) that estimated pre-post teacher knowledge change using cross-classified hierarchical 
growth model and TKAS data. This study estimated the average change in scores for each of the 
TKAS assessments. Because the test on Elementary Number Concepts and Operations is used 
by almost two thirds of the programs in TKAS, we use changes in teacher knowledge measured 
by this assessment as the proxy. In that study, the estimated average change in test scores in 
Elementary Number Concepts and Operations has a mean of 0.18 and a standard deviation of 
0.17 at the program level. The average knowledge change for programs using this assessment 
would be lost in approximately 60 days (0.18/0.003). Overall, these findings suggest that some 
professional development programs could have significant effects on improving teacher 
knowledge, but the effects do not sustain – our knowledge decay estimate shows that the 
average knowledge gains from the programs in our sample would be lost in just 37 days after 
teachers complete the training.   
Table 3.2 
Robustness tests  
One piece of evidence demonstrating the robustness of the decay estimate is that the 
variation in estimated decay rate across samples that include different subsets of teachers is 
small (Table 3.2). Our results show that there is only a small number of teachers who waited 50 
to 70 days after the completion of the trainings (43 teachers), and the estimated decay rate for 
teachers who completed the test within 70, 60 or 50 days are -0.0032, -0.0033 and -0.0034, 
respectively.  This suggests that the estimated decay rate is not driven by a number of extreme 
cases and is relatively stable across samples. 
In addition, the counterfactual test at the pretest administration generates insignificant 






model with or without teacher-level covariates (Table 3.3). Furthermore, the estimated program 
level standard deviation for the coefficient of wait time variable is close to zero, indicating that 
there is no significant relationship between pretest score and the number of wait days at the 
pretest for all programs in the sample. These zero estimates suggest that any teacher 
characteristics that remain constant at pre- and posttest would not produce a relation between 
the number of wait days and the posttest scores. More broadly, the counterfactual test helps to 
rule out the possibility that the pattern captured at the post test is attributed to any variation in 
observed or unobserved variables that stay constant across the two testing points.  
Table 3.3 
Finally, we find that the knowledge decay estimate may not be biased by reverse 
causality. Specifically, we find an insignificant relationship between wait time and self-report 
learning (Table 3.4), indicating that there is no obvious pattern that teachers who self-report 
learning the most during the training take the test first. The result suggests that the estimates of 
knowledge decay rate is not influenced by this particular mechanism.  
Table 3.4 
Knowledge Decay Estimates by Program and Teacher Characteristics 
We find that there is substantial variation in the magnitude of the knowledge decay 
estimate across programs. The estimates range from -0.009 to 0.003 at 95% confidence level23, 
although estimates for most of the programs fall within -0.004 to -0.002 (Figure 3.1).  
 Figure 3.1 
In our analysis examining the heterogeneous knowledge decay rates, the variation in the 
decay rate is associated with program features and participants’ characteristics. The estimate of 
                                                          






decay rate varies significantly by program types. Table 3.5 shows that the average knowledge 
decay rate for summer institute is -0.009 while the estimates for school year and whole year 
programs is -0.002.24  When comparing the decay rate of different types of programs to their 
corresponding gains, we find that summer institutes have the lowest gain yet the highest decay 
rate. The approximate knowledge gain is 0.05 standard deviations for summer institutes and 
0.13 standard deviations for the other two types of program designs. 
Table 3.5 
In addition to the program types, we examine three other program feature variables: 
program intensity, number of session, and contact hour. All of these program level variables are 
continuous variables and are centered to the mean to allow for examination of the 
heterogeneous effect at the average decay rate rather than at the extreme values. The effect of 
intensity on knowledge decay is negative and moderately significant, suggesting that the more 
compressed the training, the faster the acquired knowledge is lost. The effect of the number of 
sessions is only significant at 0.1 level (p-value= 0.0680). The positive estimate indicates more 
sessions are associated with higher knowledge retention. Finally, the results show that decay 
rates do not vary by the number of contact hours. Together, these findings suggest that contact 
hours might not reduce knowledge decay if training sessions were conducted within a short 
period of time. Teachers are more likely to sustain their knowledge after attending professional 
development programs with longer duration and ongoing activities over time. 
It is worth noting that the heterogeneous decay rates by program types might be partly 
explained by the fact that summer institutes are usually more intense with fewer sessions 
                                                          







compared with school year programs. A group comparison using ANOVA shows that the 
intensity differs significantly across program types, with summer institutes having the highest 
intensity and whole year programs having the lowest (F-value= 4.92, P-value= 0.0091). Since 
higher intensity is associated with higher knowledge decay rate, summer institutes with the 
highest intensity would be expected to have the highest decay rate among the three program 
types. Finally, the results also show that there is no significant variation in decay rate estimates 
across different test combinations. The interaction term is very small and statistically 
insignificant.  
We next investigate how decay rate varies by participants’ characteristics. As the decay 
rate is estimated at the program level, we can only examine how it varies by the average 
characteristics of participants in a program. Results show that programs with a higher initial 
average score have a higher level of knowledge sustainability. A program with the lowest 
average level of initial knowledge has a decay rate that is twice as high as the rate for a program 
with an average knowledge level. However, neither the average teacher experience nor the 
percent of teachers with a mathematics degree is found to be significantly associated with the 
decay rate.  
To summarize, we find significant and substantial knowledge loss after teachers 
complete the professional development programs.  The estimated knowledge decay rate is -
0.003, which indicates that the knowledge gain from pre to post for programs in this sample 
would be lost in 37 days with decay rate being stable across time. Further, the decay rate is 
affected by program features. Summer institutes have a much higher decay rate than programs 
that span a school year or the whole year. Programs with higher intensity or fewer number of 






the decay rate through a similar mechanism as summer institutes are usually characterized by 
high intensity and small number of training sessions. Finally, programs with higher average 
teacher initial knowledge have less knowledge decay but other teacher characteristics, such as 
average teaching experiences or having a math degree, are found to be unrelated to the decay 
rate in the context of teacher professional development programs. 
Discussion 
Limitations 
This study estimates teachers’ knowledge decay rate after they complete the professional 
development. While this approach does not require a second posttest score to estimate 
knowledge decay and thus does not suffer from missing data issues, it is limited in several other 
ways. The biggest concern is that the effects we observe might result from self-selection rather 
than true knowledge decay. However, as presented in the results section, our robustness test 
does not show evidence of self-selection. Further, both the models we used to estimate the 
knowledge decay rate and the controls we entered in the models further guard against the 
possibility that the findings are due to selection. Still, we recognize that it is not possible to 
definitively claim that the effects of waiting to take a test are due to knowledge decay and not to 
other factors.  To avoid this problem, future studies could collect data on treatment and control 
groups and use the standard pre, post and follow-up design to examine the knowledge 
sustainability after the training. 
Second, the functional form of the model is another issue and a potential limitation of 
the study. In previous research, decay has typically been modeled with a power-form curve or 
log-linear learning model (Wright, 1936; Jaber, Kher, & Davis, 2003). However, we found that 






tested a number of nonlinear specifications by adding polynomials of wait time, but none of 
these fit the data better than the simple linear model. Further, the simple linear model allows for 
a straight forward interpretation of the average knowledge decay estimates. While these points 
explain the approach we took in our analyses, we acknowledge that our findings are limited by 
the lack of accurate prediction of knowledge decay rates at different points in the distribution of 
wait days.  
Finally, we have very little information regarding the professional development 
intervention and also the school context in which these teachers work. Specifically, we do not 
know whether different decay rates for summer, school year and whole year programs are a 
result of different timing, specific training activities or other key measures of the program 
quality. Also, prior research (e.g., Arthur et al., 1998) suggests that differences in decay rate 
might be attributed to whether there is a coordinated effort between schools and professional 
development programs to train teachers on the most relevant knowledge or skill and allow them 
to apply it in schools. Our current analysis is unable to uncover what the key components of the 
programs are that lead to different knowledge decay rates. 
Implications 
Despite the limitations described above, we would still argue that there is evidence that 
the significant estimated rate of change is not simply due to self-selection. The key message 
here is that teacher knowledge decay does take place and that it may be quite substantial. If 
improving student learning is the goal of the professional development programs, the focus of 
these programs should not only be on what teachers learn but also on whether the learning lasts 
long enough to make it to the classroom. In addition, the study shows that knowledge decay rate 






knowledge level as well as the design of professional development programs (e.g., program 
type, intensity). We expand on a number of implications below. 
While there is more to learn, results from this study suggest several components of 
professional development programs that are important for sustaining post-training teacher 
learning. One important component is the duration of the program. Prior studies showed that 
longer duration of professional development led to larger improvements in teacher knowledge 
or teaching practices (e.g., Copur-Gencturk & Papakonstantinou, 2015; Garet et al. 2001). At 
the same time, our study found that programs with greater number of training sessions or longer 
duration are associated with lower knowledge decay rate, suggesting that longer program 
duration not only increase the impact of professional development on teachers but also sustain 
the impact afterwards. Another component is the provision of follow-up activities after 
intensive training sessions. We found that summer programs have higher knowledge decay than 
whole year or school year programs. While alternative explanations are possible, a major 
difference between these programs is that unlike summer program, whole year or school year 
programs often provide follow-up support to teachers over time. These supports are important 
for teachers to internalize and apply key ideas learned from the training, and as a result may 
reduce knowledge decay following the completion of professional development. When 
designing or implementing teacher professional development program, practitioners could 
consider these findings on knowledge decay together with those design components that 
improve program effects to increase teacher learning in short- and long-run.  
In addition to program design, the study also provides important considerations for 
research studies evaluating the effectiveness of teacher professional development. Given the 






effects as another criterion for assessing program effectiveness. Existing research has found that 
teacher professional development programs can have significant and substantial effects on 
teacher knowledge, supporting claims by policy makers and researchers that teacher 
professional development training is an important lever toward improving instruction and 
student learning (Desimone, 2009). However, to date research on the effectiveness of these 
programs has treated the program effects as if they are stable. We see findings from this study 
as a call to the field to consider teacher learning as only half the story and to account in research 
for knowledge decay that can occur after a program. A more comprehensive approach would 
consider a program’s true effect as the combination of learning and forgetting. From the way 
studies are currently conducted, we simply do not know to what extent learning is maintained, 
which means ultimately we do not know the programs’ true value. Our findings suggest that it 
will be just as important to study both the stability of these effects and the conditions that 
support teachers in retaining their knowledge. The importance of such studies becomes even 
more salient given the current efforts to use teacher professional development programs as one 
of the main policy levers for improving teacher knowledge and skill, teaching quality, and 
ultimately student achievement. Districts and states continue to devote substantial research 
funds to teacher education and professional development programs; the true benefit of these 
investments will be difficult to ascertain without understanding both how teachers learn and 










Figure 3.1. Density Plot of Estimated Knowledge Decay Rate at Program Level ( 3 j ). 
The density plot is produced based on the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUPs) of the 
knowledge decay rate estimated using the multilevel model. 
  







Table 3.1 Teacher and Professional Development Characteristics 
  Full sample Good faith effort sample 
  N Mean (SD) N Mean (SD) 
Teacher characteristics     
Days waited to take pre test 3,652 12.16 (25.25) 3,340 11.76 (25.57) 
Days waited to take post test 3,652 11.10 (17.07) 3,340 10.61 (16.88) 
Pretest score 3,652 0.15 (0.88) 3,340 0.19 (0.88) 
Posttest score 3,652 0.27 (0.90) 3,340 0.30 (0.91) 
Mathematics degree 3,484 0.28 (0.45) 3,191 0.27 (0.45) 
Female  3,473 0.86 (0.35) 3,181 0.86 (0.35) 
White 3,461 0.80 (0.40) 3,171 0.82 (0.39) 
Years of teaching experience 3,399 10.60 (8.35) 3,109 10.82 (8.32) 
Grade taughta     
    Teaching grade K-5 3,316 0.58 (0.49) 3,049 0.60 (0.49) 
    Teaching grade 6-8 3,316 0.34 (0.47) 3,049 0.31 (0.46) 
    Teaching grade 9-12 3,316 0.16 (0.36) 3,049 0.16 (0.37) 
Teaching Credentialsa     
    All subjects credential 3,316 0.73 (0.44) 3,049 0.74 (0.44) 
    Mathematics credential 3,316 0.35 (0.48) 3,049 0.34 (0.47) 
    Science credential 3,316 0.05 (0.22) 3,049 0.05 (0.22) 
Professional development 
characteristics   
  
Number of sessions 2,268 10.36 (8.37) 2,161 10.55 (8.45) 
Contact hour 2,293 52.12 (34.29) 2,170 53.32 (34.26) 
Intensity 2,233 5.77 (2.62) 2,126 5.79 (2.63) 
Program type     
    Summer institutes 3,652 0.26 (0.44) 3,340 0.27 (0.44) 
    School year programs 3,652 0.28 (0.45) 3,340 0.24(0.43) 
Programs  that span both summer    
and school year 
3,652 0.46 (0.50) 3,340 0.49 (0.50) 
Note. The full sample has 3,652 teachers and 161 professional development programs. After excluding teachers who did not 
make an appropriate effort at the test, the new sample includes 3,340 teachers and 161 programs. All the categorical variables 
are coded as 0/1. For example, mathematics degree is coded as 1 if teachers have a math degree and coded as 0 otherwise. The 
mean of a categorical variable shows the percentage of teachers in a particular category.  







Table 3.2 Estimates of Teacher Knowledge Decay Rate from Multilevel Models 
Outcome variable:  
Post test score 
Full 
Sample   
Full 
Sample 
<70 days <60 days <50 days 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 Coefficient estimates 
Wait at post ( 300 ) -0.0033** -0.0031** -0.0032** -0.0033** -0.0034** 
 Variance components (S.D.) 
Random coefficient for Waitij 
(𝜎𝛾30)  
0.0010 0.0030 .0029 .0028 .0042 
Random intercept (𝜎𝛾0)  0.3660 0.1997 .2003 .1951 .1909 
 Model fit statistics 
Log likelihood -4151.02 -2619.79 -2571.75 -2563.80 -2534.02 
AIC 8314.05 5269.57 5173.50 5157.59 5098.05 
BIC 8350.73 5359.29 5262.91 5246.94 5187.23 
Random intercept and coefficient Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Teacher level covariates No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No. of programs 161 161 161 161 161 
No. of observations 3,340 2,926 2,866 2,855 2,823 
Note. Teacher level covariates include pretest score and its square term, gender, race, teaching experience, 
mathematics degree and composite measure of teachers’ reflection on the relevance and importance of the test 
questions, satisfaction with the professional development programs, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for program 
participation. We include log likelihood, AIC and BIC to inform the model selection. The difference among these 
indicators is that the log likelihood could be increased by simply adding covariates. Therefore, increased log 
likelihood does not necessarily reflect better model fit. In contrast, AIC and BIC are not sensitive to the number of 
covariates included because they introduce a penalty for including more parameters in the model.  All the 
indicators suggest that the model in column 2 is a better fit than the model in column 1. 







Table 3.3 Counterfactual Estimates Using Pre Test Score as Outcome Variable 
Outcome variable: Pretest score 
Model   Model 
(1) (2) 
 Coefficient estimates 
Waited at Pre 0.0000 -0.0003  
 Variance components (S.D.) 
Random coefficient for Waitij  0.0005 0.0000 
Random intercept 0.3858 0.2194 
 Model fit statistics 
Log likelihood -4075.49 -3047.64 
AIC 8160.98 5143.00 
BIC 8191.54 5218.62 
Random intercept and coefficient Yes Yes 
Teacher level covariates No Yes 
No. of programs 161 161 
No. of observations 3,340 2,926 
Note. Teacher level covariates include gender, race, teaching experience, mathematics degree and variables of 
factor score for teachers’ reflection on the relevance and importance of the test questions, satisfaction with the 
professional development programs, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for program participation.  We included 
log likelihood, AIC and BIC to inform the model selection. The difference among these indicators is that the 
log likelihood could be increased by simply adding covariates. Therefore, increased log likelihood does not 
necessarily reflect better model fit. In contrast, AIC and BIC are not sensitive to the number of covariates 
included because they introduce a penalty for including more parameters in the model.   







Table 3.4 Estimates of Teacher Knowledge Decay Rate Using Self-report Learning Measure 
Outcome variable:  
Self-report Learning 
       Model          Model   
        (1)        (2) 
 Coefficient estimates 
Wait at post ( 300 ) -0.0027 -0.0026 
 Variance components (S.D.) 
Random coefficient for Waitij (𝜎𝛾30)  .0045 .0047 
Random intercept (𝜎𝛾0)  .4439 .4148 
 Model fit statistics 
Log likelihood -3829.921 -3321.9609 
AIC 7671.842 6669.922 
BIC 7707.488 6745.717 
Random intercept and coefficient Yes Yes 
Teacher level covariates No Yes 
No. of programs 161 161 
No. of observations 3,340 2,926 
Note. Teacher level covariates include gender, race, teaching experience, mathematics degree and 
composite measure of teachers’ reflection on the relevance and importance of the test questions, 
satisfaction with the professional development programs, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for program 
participation. We include log likelihood, AIC and BIC to inform the model selection. The difference 
among these indicators is that the log likelihood could be increased by simply adding covariates. 
Therefore, increased log likelihood does not necessarily reflect better model fit. In contrast, AIC and 
BIC are not sensitive to the number of covariates included because they introduce a penalty for including 
more parameters in the model.  All the indicators suggest that model 2 is a better fit than model 1. 













No. of Obs.      
(No. of programs) 
Program type     
   Waited at post (summer institute) ( 30  )
a -0.0092** -2617.57 2,926 
   Waited at post *whole year  ( 31 )
a 0.0068*  (161) 
   Waited at post *school year  ( 31 )
a 0.0072*   
Intensity    
   Waited at post ( 30 ) -0.0042** -1402.19 1,597 
   Waited at post *Intensity ( 31 )   -0.0012* 
 (107) 
No. of sessions    
   Waited at post ( 30 ) -.0036** -1408.56 1,621 
   Waited at post *Session no. ( 31 ) 0.0004 
 (108) 
Average program-level pretest score    
   Waited at post ( 30 )  -0.0035*** -2617.82 2,926 
   Waited at post * Ave. pretest score ( 31 )    0.0062* 
 (161) 
Average teaching experience    
   Waited at post ( 30 ) -0.0027* -2145.10    2,483 
   Waited at post * Ave. teach exp ( 31 ) -0.0002 
 (155) 
Percent of teachers with math degree    
   Waited at post ( 30 ) -0.0025* -2144.04 2,483 
   Waited at post * % math degree ( 31 ) 0.0054 
 (155) 
Use of test combinations     
   Waited at post ( 30 ) -0.0019 -2618.55 2,926 
   Waited at post * test combination indicator ( 31 ) -0.0002  (161) 
Note. Teacher level covariates include pretest score and its square term, gender, race, teaching experience, mathematics 
degree and variables of factor score for teachers’ reflection on the relevance and importance of the test questions, 
satisfaction with the professional development programs, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for program participation. 
All the program and teacher characteristics variables (except for program type) are centered to the mean for the ease of 
interpretation. 
a
30 represents the estimated knowledge decay rate for the reference group. 31 is the estimate of difference in 
knowledge decay rate between the current group and the reference group. The estimated knowledge decay rate for 
whole year and school year program is -0.0024 (-0.0092+0.0068) and -0.002 (-0.0092+0.0072). 
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